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ABSTRACT
Keyword search provides a simple and user-friendly mechanism for information
search, and has become increasingly popular for accessing structured or semi-structured
data. However, there are two open issues of keyword search on semi/structured data
which are not well addressed by existing work yet.
First, while an increasing amount of investigation has been done in this important
area, most existing work concentrates on eciency instead of search quality and
may fail to deliver high quality results from semantic perspectives. Majority of the
existing work generates minimal sub-graph results that are oblivious to the entity and
relationship semantics embedded in the data and in the user query. There are also
studies that dene results to be subtrees or subgraphs that contain all query keywords
but are not necessarily \minimal". However, such result construction method suers
from the same problem of semantic mis-alignment between data and user query.
In this work the semantics of how to dene results that can capture users' search
intention and then the generation of search intention aware results is studied.
Second, most existing research is incapable of handling large-scale structured data.
However, as data volume has seen rapid growth in recent years, the problem of how to
eciently process keyword queries on large-scale structured data becomes important.
MapReduce is widely acknowledged as an eective programming model to process
big data. For keyword query processing on data graph, rst graph algorithms which
can eciently return query results that are consistent with users' search intention
are proposed. Then these algorithms are migrated to MapReduce to support big
data. For keyword query processing on schema graph, it rst transforms a keyword
query into multiple SQL queries, then all generated SQL queries are run on the
structured data. Therefore it is crucial to nd the optimal way to execute a SQL
query using MapReduce, which can minimize the processing time. In this work, a
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system called SOSQL is developed which generates the optimal query execution plan
using MapReduce for a SQL query Q with time complexity O(n2), where n is the
number of input tables of Q.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Keyword search provides a simple and user-friendly mechanism for information
search, and has become increasingly popular for accessing structured or semi-structured
data. However, there are two open issues of keyword search on structured/semi-
structured data which are not well addressed by existing work yet. First, while an
increasing amount of investigation has been made in this important area, most ex-
isting work concentrates on eciency instead of search quality Coman and Weaver
(2010a) and may fail to deliver high quality results from semantic perspectives. Sec-
ond, most existing work only works on small dataset Zeng et al. (2012); Pan and Wu
(2013) and falls short of handling large-scale structured data. In this work, we aim
at solving these two problems and propose a framework to support semantic keyword
search on large-scale semi-structured data. Let us rst look at a simple example
regarding the rst issue of existing keyword search systems.
1.1 Target-aware Keyword Search
As explained in abstract, existing work in keyword search can be divided into
two groups based on their data model: data graph, and relational database. In this
section, we use one example of each group to justify target-aware keyword search
proposed by us by analyzing relevant work.
Example 1.1.1: Consider a data graph in Figure 1.1, which contains information
about entities of movies, actors, and companies and their relationships. Suppose a
user issues a keyword query Q1 \comedy, actor" on this data graph. Likely the user
is looking for actors starring in comedy movies.
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Majority of the existing work Aditya et al. (2002); Kacholia and Pandit (2005);
Ding et al. (2007); Kasneci et al. (2009); Golenberg et al. (2008); Dalvi et al. (2008);
He et al. (2007a); Zhou et al. (2012); Lin et al. (2011a); Bao et al. (2009); Guo et al.
(2003) generate minimal trees or graphs that contain all query keywords, which can
not be further reduced, to ensure the query results are \specic", such as the two
results shown in Figure 1.2. While this result denition has the spirit of the minimal
Steiner tree concept and presents a mathematically elegant model, it is oblivious to
the entity and relationship semantics embedded in the data and in the user query.
In these systems, if an actor has starred in multiple comedy movies, then each movie
induces a result containing this actor. In other words, each result corresponds to a
relationship between an actor and a movie. This is not desirable because the user
searching for actor entities may need to browse many movies starred by the same
actor before seeing another actor, which can be time consuming and frustrating.
Furthermore, a user is typically interested in top-k results, expecting to see top-k
actor entities who star in comedy movies to be properly ranked. However, the top-k
results returned by these systems represent k relationships, typically involving much
fewer than k actors. Even worse, these systems are unable to rank actors meaningfully
(e.g. rank an actor based on the ranks of all the comedy movies that s/he stars) since
the movies starred by the same actor spread in multiple results. In other words, even
if the ranking function itself is perfect, such systems can only rank the relationships
between movies and actors but are unable to rank actors for this query.
There are also studies that dene results to be subtrees or subgraphs that con-
tain all query keywords but are not necessarily \minimal" Kargar and An (2011);
Li et al. (2008); Hristidis et al. (2003b); Li et al. (2010); Kong et al. (2009). They
return results shown in Figure 1.3 for this query. Basically, each comedy movie along
with all its featured actors is returned as a result. As we can see, although the user is
2
17    actor
20    actor
18    actor
19 company
21    actor
22    movie
23    movie
24    movie
25    movie
26    title
27   genre
28    title
29   genre
30    title
31   genre
33    title
34   genre
32   year
9    name
10   type
11    name
12   type
13    name
14   name
16    name
15   type
35    Old School
36    Comedy
37    The Campaig
38    Comedy
39    S.W.A.T
40     Action
41     2003
42     Legacy
43     Action
1    Will Ferrell
2    Leading
3    Jeremy Piven
4    Supporting
5    DreamWorks
6    Colin Ferrell
7    Leading
8    Jeremy    
      Renner
Figure 1.1: Movie Data Graph
Figure 1.2: Minimal Sub-tree or Sub-graph Query Results of Q1
searching for information about entity actor, the results are about entity movie. Due
to this mis-alignment, the information of multiple actors is packed in one result, and
at the same time, the information of one actor spreads in multiple results. To obtain
the information about distinct actors along with the movies that each actor stars,
a user has to perform manual extraction and transformation. When a user requests
top-k results, they expect the top-k comedy actors. However, even if these systems
have a perfect ranking scheme, they would return the top-k comedy movies, which
are unlikely to contain exactly k dierent actors, and by no means these actors are
top ranked.
Indeed, unlike processing structured queries where a query does not have ambi-
guity and therefore eciency is the key, search quality is the foremost challenge for
processing keyword queries. Rather than focusing on the eciency of generating re-
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Figure 1.3: Sub-tree or Sub-graph Query Results of Q1
Figure 1.4: Search-intention-aware Results of Q1
sults as most existing work does, in this work we study the semantics of how to dene
results that can capture users' search intention and then the generation of search
intention aware results.
Intuitively, data contains information about real world entities and relationships,
and search intention of a user is a subset of entities and/or their relationships in
the data, referred as search target, which are constrained by modiers in the query.
For instance, query Q1 \comedy, actor" involves two entities movie and actor, and
likely the user search intention is to nd actor entities that have a relationship with
at least one comedy movie entity. In this case, actor is the search target, and comedy
is a modier. Ideally, each query result shall correspond to one instance of the user's
search target together with all the supporting information. Only then it is possible for
downstream ranking functions to rank results eectively: ranking on results is aligned
with ranking on search target instances, and having all supporting information of a
search target instance in the same result gives the ranking function comprehensive
signals for fair relevance judgement. For Q1, each result shall contain one actor staring
comedy movies together with all comedy movies starred by him/her, as illustrated in
4
Figure 1.5: Schema Graph of Movie Relational Database
Figure 1.6: SQL Query 1
Figure 1.4, and the ranking of results shall reect the ranking of the actors (probably
based on the comedy movies they star). On the other hand, results that correspond
to actor-movie relationships (Figure 1.2) or movie entities (Figure 1.3) do not match
user intention, also make it impossible for downstream ranking functions to properly
rank actors.
Example 1.1.2: Given a relational database about movies whose schema is shown
in Figure 1.5, suppose a user issues keyword query Q1 \comedy, actor" against this
5
Figure 1.7: SQL Query 2
Figure 1.8: SQL Query 3
database.
Existing work Agrawal et al. (2002); Hristidis and Papakonstantinou (2002)
Bhalotia et al. (2002); Kacholia et al. (2005) generates SQL queries based on minimal
total joint networks (MTJNTs) as shown in Figure 1.6, Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8.
Transformation between MTNJT and SQL is straightforward Agrawal et al. (2002)
and we use them interchangeably in this work. First, to generate MTJNTs existing
work identies a set of relations or relation attributes such that the relation/attribute
name or attribute value domain are matched by each keyword. Second, to enforce
AND semantics of query keywords an item from each set is chosen and its associated
relation is marked on the database schema. Third, a sub-tree of the schema graph is
generated which contains all marked relations such that the removal of any relation
in the sub-tree will disconnect some marked relation and the size of the sub-tree is
minimized.
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Figure 1.9: Target-Aware SQL Query 4
Figure 1.10: Target-Aware SQL Query 5
For Q1, let`s assume the set identied for keyword Actor is fActor, Movie.nameg
and the set identied for keyword Comedy is fMovie.genre, Company.nameg. Note
that, we use Movie.name to indicate the attribute name of relation Movie. Based
on the steps described above, existing work will generate three dierent SQL queries
from Figure 1.6 to Figure 1.8. Figure 1.6 is the SQL query by choosing relation Actor
as the match for keyword Actor, and attribute Movie.genre for keyword Comedy.
Figure 1.7 stands for choosing relation Actor as the match for keyword Actor, and
attribute Company.name for keyword Comedy. In Figure 1.8, Movie.name is chosen
for keyword Actor and Movie.genre is picked for keyword Comedy.
As explained in Example 1.1.1, intuitively data contains information about real
world entities and relationships, and search intention of a user is a subset of entities
7
Figure 1.11: Target-Aware SQL Query 6
and/or their relationships in the data, referred as search target, which are constrained
by modiers in the query. For instance, query Q1 comedy, actor involves two entities
movie and actor, and likely the user search intention is to nd actor entities that have
a relationship with at least one comedy movie entity. In this case, actor is the search
target, and comedy is a modier.
Ideally, each query result shall correspond to one instance of the users search target
together with all the supporting information. Only then it is possible for downstream
ranking functions to rank results eectively: ranking on results is aligned with ranking
on search target instances, and having all supporting information of a search target
instance in the same result gives the ranking function comprehensive signals for fair
relevance judgement. However, existing work will generate SQL queries whose query
results contain duplicate search target instances. For example, as for the SQL queries
in Figure 1.6 and Figure 1.7, its query results contain duplicate search target instance,
actor Jerry. This is not desirable because the user searching for actor entities may need
to browse many query results related to the same actor before seeing another actor,
which can be time consuming and frustrating. Furthermore, query results returned
by existing work may only contain partial supporting information of search target
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instance. For example, if we look at the query results regarding Jerry returned by
SQL query 1 and 2, we nd that SQL query 1 only contains comedy movie information
of Jerry while SQL query 2 only contains comedy movie company information of Jerry.
The information of multiple actors is packed in one result, and at the same time, the
information of one actor spreads in multiple results. To obtain the information about
distinct actors along with the movies that each actor stars, a user has to perform
manual extraction and transformation. As for SQL query 3 in Figure 1.8, although
this query contains all query keywords, it does not contain the user`s search target.
As a result, all query results generated by SQL query 3 are irrelevant to the users
search intention.
User desired query results are generated by the Target-Aware SQL queries shown
in Figure 1.9, Figure 1.10, and Figure 1.11. Instead of choosing one item out of
each keyword match set, we consider dierent combinations of items in each set. In
SQL query 4, keyword Comedy is matched to both Movie.genre and Company.name.
Consequently, query results of SQL query 4 contains all actors who starred in comedy
movie and works for a comedy movie company. In SQL query 5 and query 6, we
consider Movie.genre and Company.name separately for keyword Comedy. Note that,
in SQL query 5 and 6, we exclude actors returned by Q4 so that there are no duplicate
actors returned by dierent queries. Respectively they return all actors who starred
in comedy movies only and actors who work for comedy companies only. As we can
see, query results returned by these SQL queries all contain the users search target
instance, actor. Furthermore, the same actor related to comedy is only returned in
one SQL query with all comedy information. For example, actor Jerry is returned by
SQL Query 4 only.
The rst challenge is how to automatically identify user's search intention. Al-
though we could dene a special query syntax and ask users to explicitly specify search
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targets and modiers, as existing work does Cheng and Chang (2007); Cheng et al.
(2007), most users are unwilling to take such extra eort. Indeed, the importance
of automatically detecting user search intention is widely realized, as reected in the
studies in information retrieval eld Sadikov et al. (2010). However, existing work
addresses this problem for searching documents, not structured data. They rely on
query log and clickthrough streams. Meanwhile, meta-data in structured data pro-
vides valuable information on inferring user search intention, which has been barely
utilized. We study an open problem of inferring user search intention for keyword
search on graph data by leveraging the data itself. This is especially challenging for
heterogeneous data with a large number of entities and diverse information. Our
proposed techniques can be used to bootstrap the system when user query log and
clickthrough streams are yet available, and can be integrated with those user inter-
action based methods for search intention inference.
The second challenge is, given user search intention, how to dene high-quality
results. We identify two important properties that a good query result should satisfy
in order to have eective ranking. On one hand, a result should be atomic, which
means each query result should consist of exactly one instance of a search target. In
Example 1.1.1, the search target is actor, thus each result should contain exactly
one instance of actor. Atomicity ensures that the ranking on results is aligned with
the ranking on search target instances. On the other hand, a good result should be
intact, containing all query-related information of the search target instance, so that
the ranking function can consider comprehensive signals to make fair ranking. In
Example 1.1.1, for each actor, the information of all comedy movies that s/he stars
should be included in the result in order to derive a fair ranking on actors based on
the comedy movies s/he stars. We refer the results that are atomic and intact on
search target as target-aware results.
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As shown in Example 1.1.1 and Example 1.1.2, research in keyword search on semi
structured data diverges into two branches: 1. Keyword search using data graph 2.
Keyword search using schema graph, as shown in Yu et al. (2010). In Example 1.1.1,
we use the data graph approach, branch 1, to illustrate the open issue that there is
semantic mis-alignment between data and user query of existing work. In Example
1.1.2, we show that the same issue exists for research of branch 2 as well. To make
the analogy clear, we describe and compare these two research branches in general.
Research of branch 1 aims at processing keyword queries on data graphs. In a
data graph, a vertex corresponds to an entity instance, such as an entity instance in
ER diagram of relational database, while an edge corresponds to a relationship be-
tween dierent entity instances, such as a relationship between two entity instances
in ER diagram of relational database. For example, Figure 1.1 shows a data graph of
a movie dataset. Such research leverages dierent graph algorithms, such as Group
Steiner Tree and Strongly Connected Component, to select sub-graphs from a data
graph and return them as query results to users. Furthermore, sub-graphs are ranked
based on its structural features, such as graph size, or other IR-style features, and
only top-k ranked query results are returned to users. Research of branch 2 aims
at processing a keyword query on schema graph. In a schema graph, a vertex is a
table and an edge is a key/foreign-key relationship between dierent tables in rela-
tional database. For example, a corresponding schema graph of Figure 1.1 is shown
in Figure 1.5. Such research rst transforms a keyword query into a set of SQL
queries based on keyword matches. Then it leverages database engines to process
SQL queries. Although query results are also ranked, unlike research of branch 1,
ranking happens at SQL query level as well as sub-graph level. To put it another
way, a SQL query could be discarded before running if its rank is too low to generate
any top-k query results. Comparing these two research branches, research of branch
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1 is more exible as it does not rely on any database engine to process a keyword
query. Furthermore, it provides more opportunities to design comprehensive ranking
signals including graph structural features as well as IR-style features. On the other
hand, by transforming a keyword query to multiple SQL queries, research of branch
2 relies on high performance database engines to eciently generate query results.
Furthermore, by ranking SQL queries as well as sub-graphs it can avoid generating
unpromising query results signicantly. As for query Q1, existing work of branch 2
may generate SQL queries as shown in Figure 1.6 to Figure 1.8. As we can see, such a
SQL query will generate query results similar to the ones shown in Figure 1.2, which
is undesirable as explained earlier. As a result, we need to use inferred search targets
to transform a keyword query into multiple SQL queries and generate target-aware
query results for this research branch as well.
After dening high quality target-aware query results, next we discuss how to
solve the problem of keyword query processing on big data.
1.2 Keyword Search on Big Data
It becomes increasingly important to process SQL queries on big data using par-
allel query processing system such as MapReduce. Query processing consists of two
parts: query optimization and query execution. The query optimizer rst generates
a query plan. Each node in the query plan encapsulates a single operation that is
required to execute the query. Then based on the query plan, the query optimizer
generates an execution plan, dened as an ordering of the nodes in the query plan. An
execution plan stands for an execution sequence of all operations. Finally, the query
engine will follow the query execution plan to execute the query. Dierent algorithms
have been proposed to eciently implement each operation, such as selection, join,
etc.
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There has been decade long research on processing SQL queries in parallel, as
summarized in a survey book Lu (1994). For an input SQL query, a query optimizer
rst generates the optimized query plan. It has been shown that a query plan in the
structure of either a deep left tree (DLT) or a bushy tree (BT) is typically eective,
which can be eciently generated. Then the query optimizer constructs an optimal
execution plan by breaking the optimal query plan into a sequence of binary join
operations. In parallel systems, a multi-way join must be broken down to binary
joins to execute, since each parallel job is able to execute only one binary join. This
is because existing join algorithms are designed for binary joins. Finally, each binary
join operation is carried out by a parallel job whose output might be used as input
to other jobs Chen et al. (1992).
Example 1.2.1: Let us look at a simple SQL query Q1 with three joins, shown
in Figure 1.12. Two optimized query plans are generated by the existing work
Schneider and DeWitt (1989); Chen et al. (1992) Ganguly et al. (1992),
Valduriez and Gardarin (1984), a DLT query plan shown in Figure 1.13(a), and a BT
query plan shown in Figure 1.13(b). For the DLT query plan, the query optimizer
further generates a query execution plan consisting of three parallel jobs, one for each
binary join operation, as illustrated in Figure 1.14(a). We have three jobs: table D
and C are joined, the result table E is joined with B, and then, in turn, the result
table F is joined with table A.
In recent years, MapReduce has been widely acknowledged as an eective pro-
gramming model to process big data. MapReduce follows a shared-nothing model and
leverage commodity hardware to eectively handle large-scale data. Studies have been
performed on how to leverage MapReduce framework for ecient SQL query process-
ing on big data. Many studies focus on how to implement join operations in MapRe-
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duce framework, in particular, using one MapReduce Job, denoted asMRJ, to execute
a single join operation Iu and Zwaenepoel (2010); Lee et al. (2011b); Blanas et al.
(2010); Okcan and Riedewald (2011); Zhang et al. (2012); Lin et al. (2011b),
Afrati and Ullman (2011); Lee et al. (2011b); Doulkeridis and Nrvg (2014); Lee et al.
(2011a). These studies provide great insights into how to run a MRJ. However, lim-
ited investigation has been done about how to nd the best way to break a query into
a set of MRJs. In other words, limited research has been done on query optimization
for SQL queries on MapReduce framework.
One option is to leverage the query optimizers developed for parallel SQL query
processing to generate a query plan and an execution plan when processing SQL
queries on MapReduce framework Wu et al. (2011). However, it is observed that in
MapReduce framework multi-way joins are not necessarily broken down into binary
joins to execute, and a MRJ can execute a multi-way join Afrati and Ullman (2011).
Example 1.2.2: Continuing our example, for query plan in Figure 1.13(a), the exe-
cution plan shown in Figure 1.14(a) is also a valid execution plan forQ1 in MapReduce
framework. Another execution plan is shown Figure 1.14(b) using MapReduce, where
table D, C and B are joined by MRJ1 as a multi-way join, whose result table F is
joined with table A by MRJ2.
Clearly not all execution plans are equal in terms of eciency. Afrati and Ullman
(2011) shows that sometimes having one MRJ for multi-way join can be more ecient
than using a set of binary joins due to data movement cost . Thus the traditional
approach used in parallel SQL query processing may not be optimal for processing
SQL queries in MapReduce framework.
In this paper, we studies the problem of how to optimize query execution plan
for executing SQL queries in MapReduce framework with the goal of improving the
14
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Figure 1.13: Query Plans of Query Q1
overall query processing eciency. The generated query execution plan needs to be
eective to achieve ecient query execution, and its generation needs to be ecient.
We developed a prototype system, SOSQL, Scalable Optimizer of SQL, that takes
a SQL query as input and generates a query execution plan that consists of a se-
quence of MRJ, where an MRJ can be a binary join or a a multi-way join. This
problem is challenging because nding the optimal execution plan is NP-hard. To
address this challenge, we identify a chain join property of executing join operations
on MapReduce, and prove that each join operation executed on MapReduce must be
a single branch tree structured query plan. Then we propose a polynomial algorithm
to optimize the query execution plan. The proposed solution for query execution plan
optimization has a time complexity of O(n2), where n is the number of input tables
of the input SQL query.
We have performed empirical studies on Google Cloud Platform using TPC-H
datasets. The evaluation shows that our approach has signicant speedup over HIVE
1.1.0, which represents a common industry solution. HIVE uses one MRJ for each
15
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Figure 1.15: Execution Plans of QP2
binary join, which is also the strategy used in existing work in parallel query process-
ing. SOSQL also largely outperforms existing work that uses exponential algorithms
to optimize execution plan, such as AQUA Wu et al. (2011). The average speedup of
SOSQL over HIVE is 1.64, while 1.47 for AQUA.
For keyword query processing on data graph, many graph algorithms are applied
to select sub-graphs as query results. The most commonly used graph algorithms
include shortest path algorithm, strongly connected component algorithm and etc.
In the context of this work, we rst need to devise graph algorithms to nd target-
aware query results from data graph. The challenge is how to eciently construct
target-aware query results. This is not trivial because there can be millions or more
instances of search targets in a data graph. A brute-force approach to enumerate
16
each possible atomic and intact sub-graph is too time-consuming to be feasible. Then
we migrate these graph algorithms onto MapReduce. Essentially, the core of our
proposed algorithms consists of variance of shortest path algorithm and strongly con-
nected component algorithm. Since some recent work Qin et al. (2014) has proposed
MapReduce solutions for these algorithms, we rely on it for such migration.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Keyword Search on Graphs
Existing work for keyword search on graphs dene a query result to be a tree or
a graph. Tree-based query results are typically dened as variants of Group Steiner
Trees in a data graph, where each result contains all query keywords, Aditya et al.
(2002); Kacholia and Pandit (2005); Ding et al. (2007); Kasneci et al. (2009)
Golenberg et al. (2008); Dalvi et al. (2008); He et al. (2007a). Graph-based query
results, such as Kargar and An (2011) Li et al. (2008); Hristidis et al. (2003b);
Coman and Weaver (2010b), are dened as sub-graphs containing all query key-
words. To make results specic, majority of the work Aditya et al. (2002)
Kacholia and Pandit (2005); Ding et al. (2007); Kasneci et al. (2009); Golenberg et al.
(2008); Dalvi et al. (2008); He et al. (2007a); Zhou et al. (2012); Lin et al. (2011a);
Bao et al. (2009); Guo et al. (2003) requires each result to be minimal, which means
removing any node will make a result invalid.
Common factors in information retrieval ranking are adopted for ranking re-
sult trees or graphs, such as term frequency, inverse document frequency, prox-
imity of keyword matches, and page rank. The focus of the existing work is on
eciency. For instance, Kacholia and Pandit (2005) uses bidirectional graph ex-
ploration, Ding Ding et al. (2007) uses dynamic programming, STAR Kasneci et al.
(2009) achieves pseudo-polynomial time complexity, Golenberg Golenberg et al. (2008)
can generate results in polynomial delay by enumerating results by tree-height, and
Dalvi Dalvi et al. (2008) reduces I/O memory for large graphs. Most of existing
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work takes `AND' semantics (or conjunctive queries), some also support `OR' seman-
tics Hristidis et al. (2003a).
Existing work focus on eciency of generating results or top-k results, as also
noted in a recent study Coman and Weaver (2010a). In contrast, in this work
we focus on understanding user search target and dening query results that are
atomic and intact with respect to inferred search target. The ranking function that
we proposed is also inspired by commonly used IR ranking, but dene it using search
target instances and their modiers.
2.2 Keyword Search on Relational Databases
There has been several existing work supporting free-style keyword search on
database contents. Early work includesGoldman et al. (1998); Grabs et al. (2001)
where entities near the occurrence of search keywords are ranked and returned. The
idea has been extended to nd virtual entities consisting of inter-connected tuples that
collectively contain all the keywordsAgrawal et al. (2002)
Hristidis and Papakonstantinou (2002); Bhalotia et al. (2002); Kacholia et al. (2005).
Recent work focuses on bringing more eective ranking from IR literatures and its re-
lated query processing methods Hristidis et al. (2003a); Liu et al. (2006). Specically,
Liu et al. (2006) improves the ranking method inHristidis et al. (2003a) by the follow-
ing normalization: tuple tree size normalization, rened document length normaliza-
tion, document frequency normalization, and inter-document weight normalization.
Some advanced features, such as schema term awareness and phrase-based ranking,
are also proposed. Our work can be viewed as a further improvement along the line
of enhancing the retrieval eectiveness. Su and Widom (2005) is the rst to propose
a materialization-based approach to answer keyword queries on top of RDBMSs.
Most recently, keyword search has been studied under a few generalized contexts
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tooSayyadian et al. (2007); Koutrika et al. (2006).
2.3 Search Intention Inference
It has been long recognized that understanding user's search target is important
in IR research and many work has attempted to solve the problem Sadikov et al.
(2010). Existing work on automatically inferring user search target rely on query log
and clickthrough streams and considers documents as data. Our work addresses the
problem of inferring user search targets on structured data represented as graphs and
the case when no query log or clickthrough data is available.
There are a few works that handles the same problem setting as ours. A demo
paper Liu et al. (2010) proposes the idea of search target and the property of atomicity
and intactness based on the concept of return nodes developed in Liu and Chen (2007,
2010). But they dene the concept at schema level and can't handle heterogenous
data well. Also, we use probabilistic framework with information gain to infer search
target. Moreover, they only work for tree structured data and cannot handle graphs.
Ranking is not considered in these works. Other work that consider user search target
when searching graph data either require users to select the interpretation of keyword
queries at run time Zeng et al. (2012) or require users to write down search targets
following special syntax Cheng and Chang (2007); Cheng et al. (2007), which pose
additional workload to users.
2.4 SQL Query Processing using MapReduce
There are a lot of studies on parallel processing for SQL queries.
Schneider and DeWitt (1989); Chen et al. (1992); Ganguly et al. (1992)
Valduriez and Gardarin (1984) proposes a general framework to execute a SQL query.
The query engine rst generates a query plan. Then an execution plan is generated
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by breaking the query plan into a sequence of binary join operations. Finally, each
binary join operation is carried out by a job. An survey book Lu (1994) provides a
good overview of this eld.
MapReduce is the most widely used shared-nothing parallel computing model.
Compared with the shared-memory model for parallel processing, shared-nothing
model has better scalability on the memory size and the number of machines, and can
be achieved using commodity hardware Omiecinski (1991). There are a lot of studies
on leveraging MapReduce framework for SQL query processing. The focus of the stud-
ies is join algorithm implementation in MapReduce framework. Iu and Zwaenepoel
(2010); Lee et al. (2011b); Blanas et al. (2010); Okcan and Riedewald (2011); Zhang et al.
(2012); Lin et al. (2011b); Afrati and Ullman (2011); Lee et al. (2011b),
Doulkeridis and Nrvg (2014); Lee et al. (2011a); Lin et al. (2013); Zhou et al. (2013)
studies the use of one MRJ to execute a single join operation such as equi-join
and theta-join. Blanas et al. (2010) proposes four binary equi-join algorithms us-
ing MapReduce, among which repartition join is the most widely used one.
Okcan and Riedewald (2011) proposes a workload partition algorithm to handle bi-
nary theta-join algorithms using MapReduce. Afrati and Ullman (2011) extends
the above two and proposes a multi-way binary join algorithm. Zhang et al. (2012)
proposes a multi-way theta-join algorithm using MapReduce.
Limited studies have been performed on query optimization for processing SQL
queries on MapReduce framework, in particular, how to nd the best way to break
a SQL query into multiple MRJs to achieve high eciency. Wu et al. (2011);
Zhang et al. (2012) discusses how to break a SQL query into multiple multi-way joins,
using an algorithm of exponential time complexity. Zhang et al. (2012) transforms a
SQL query into a join graph, with tables as nodes and key/foreign-key relationships
as edges. Then it enumerates all multi-way chain joins in the join graph to nd the
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execution plan with the minimum cost. Finally it assigns each multi-way chain join
to a MapReduce job to run. To generate the query plan, AQUA Wu et al. (2011)
merges two connected tables in a join graph based on cost savings. The cost saving
is calculated as the dierence between a multi-way join and a sequence of binary
joins. When no more cost savings can be obtained through merging, the join graph
becomes a query plan. Then, AQUA breaks the query plan into multiple binary joins
to execute. Although some heuristics are proposed to cut the search space, the time
complexity of both approaches are exponential. HIVE, YSmart, PIG, HBase and
other industry solutions for SQL query processing using MapReduce do not optimize
the join sequences.
Instead of only focusing on join operations, Iu and Zwaenepoel (2010); Lee et al.
(2011b); Lin et al. (2013); Xu and Hu (2013); Chang et al. (2014) studies how to
transform a select-project-join SQL queries to a sequence of MRJs, considering push
down of selections and projections. This approach is orthogonal and complements to
the focus of our studies on SQL queries with joins.
There is also work that studies how to leverage the sharing between multiple
MRJs to boost performance Nykiel et al. (2010), and column-based storage Lin et al.
(2011b).
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Chapter 3
TARGET-AWARE KEYWORD SEARCH
3.1 Inferring Search Targets
Data Model. In this dissertation, we model data as a labeled undirected graph G.
We use V (G) to denote the set of vertices in G, and E(G) for the set of edges. For
each vertex v 2 V (G), l(v) denotes its label, which is a tag name or text value.
Vertex Types. Each vertex v has a type, denoted as t(v). The type can be Entity,
such as an actor, Attribute, such as the name of an actor, or Value, such as Will
Ferrell.
We propose a simple strategy to infer vertex types. Intuitively, a leaf vertex in a
data graph is likely to represent a value, such as vertex 1 Will Ferrell in Figure 1.1.
A vertex adjacent to a leaf is likely to represent an attribute, such as vertex 9 name.
Other vertices are considered as entities, such as vertex 17 actor. However, such
scheme is not reliable to handle heterogeneous data. For instance, if a name vertex
does not have value information, then this inference will conclude that the name vertex
is a value.
To address this problem, we consider structural summaries for more reliable in-
ferences. We build a structural summary IG for a data graph G using existing
work Kaushik et al. (2002), where the vertices in G which share the same set of
labeled incoming paths of length up to k are represented by one vertex in IG. For
example, for the data in Figure 1.1, its structural summary has a name and type node
connected to an actor node; a title, genre and year node connected to a movie node;
a name node connected to a company node. Also, there is a dummy node connected
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to node name, type, title, genre, and year. Actor, movie and company nodes are con-
nected as well. We use a lower case letter to denote a vertex in G and a upper case
letter for that in IG. Furthermore, in this dissertation we discuss vertices in structural
summary by default, such as entity actor and attribute name, or actor and name in
short. We use Ins(V ) to denote the set of all vertices in G that are mapped to V in
IG. A vertex v 2 Ins(V ) is called a data vertex of V , such as actor data vertices,
or actors in short when there is no ambiguity. Then we adapt the type inferences
discussed earlier on the structural summary. As for the structural summary of Fig-
ure 1.1, actor, movie, and company are entity nodes; name, type, title, genre and year
are attribute nodes; other nodes are value nodes. Finally, we consider a data vertex
has the same type as its corresponding vertex in the structural summary. How to
make accurate inferences on vertex types has not been studied much in the literature,
except that Liu and Chen (2007) proposed heuristics to handle XML trees. We leave
it to future work to develop more sophisticated type inference techniques.
Vertex Association Relationship. The next question is to identify the relation-
ships between vertices. We dene the association relationship between entity, at-
tribute, and value vertices as following.
Denition 3.1.1:[Association Relationship] In a data graph, a value data vertex
and an attribute data vertex have an association relationship if and only if they are
connected by an edge. A value or an attribute data vertex v has an association
relationship with an entity data vertex v0 if and only if there is no other entity vertex
v00 s.t. v00 is on the shortest path between v and v0. A vertex is considered to have an
association relationship with itself.
For a data vertex v, we use [v]AR to denote the set of all data vertices that v has
association relationships with. Also by replacing a data vertex v with its correspond-
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ing vertex in the structural summary, we obtain association relationships of vertices
in the structural summary. Association Relationship is reexive, and symmetric.
Keyword Queries and Keyword Matches. A keyword query consists of a se-
quence of keywords, Q = fk1; k2; :::; kng, where ki is an input query keyword. A data
vertex v is a keyword match if and only if it contains at least one query keyword, i.e.
Q \ l(v) 6= ;. We name the corresponding vertex in the structural summary as key-
word match as well. Existing techniques for keyword query cleaning, synonyms and
acronym replacement, query rewriting and query segmentation, such as Pu and Yu
(2008); Yu and Shi (2009), can be integrated with our proposed techniques, which is
not the focus of this paper.
Query Results. A query result to Q is a connected sub-graph RG of data graph G
that contains all query keywords, i.e. 8k 2 Q;9v 2 RG ^ k 2 l(v). We discuss what
properties that such a sub-graph should satisfy to be a target-aware result next.
Before presenting how to dene query results, we rst discuss how to infer user
search intention. User search intention can be described by: return some information
of a search target, which is either an entity that is referred as target entities or a
relationship of multiple target entities, constrained by modiers. For example, the
search intention of query Q1 \comedy, actor" is likely to be: return information
about actors who star comic movies. Here actor is the search target and the only
target entity, and comedy is a modier.
One challenge is to determine target entities, denoted as TE. The likelihood of an
entity V to be a target entity in TE given a user query Q can be formally represented
as the following conditional probability:
P (V 2 TEjQ) (3.1)
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However, this probability is hard to compute directly. Instead of computing the
exact value, we are only interested in relative ranking: among all entities in the
structural summary, which ones are more likely to be the target entities for a given
query Q. Towards that, we transform the probability using Bayesian Theorem.
P (V 2 TEjQ) = P (QjV 2 TE) P (V 2 TE)
P (Q)
/ P (QjV 2 TE) (3.2)
Without a query log, we assume that all entities are equally likely to be a target
entity. That is, P (V 2 TE) is the same for all the entities. The likelihood of observing
a user query P (Q) does not dier for dierent entities. Thus we only discuss how to
calculate P (QjV 2 TE), the likelihood of observing Q given candidate V as a target
entity.
Return Speciers and Modiers
To compute P (QjV 2 TE), we need to better understand the query. There are
two types of information in a query: return speciers and modiers. Return speciers
R denotes the type of information that shall be returned, such as the one specied in
the select clause in a SQL query and the return clause in an XQuery query. Modiers
M in a query constrains the returned information, such as the where clause in SQL
or XQuery queries.
While lacking of structure, a keyword query also contains these two semantic
components: return speciers and modiers. We have R [M = Q, and R \M = ;.
We useM fSg to denote that the set of keywords S is modiers and RfSg to denote
that the set of keywords S is return speciers.
For Q1 in Example 1.1.1, \comedy, actor", a user is likely to retrieve actors who
star comedy movies. The query keyword actor serves as a return specier, and query
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keyword comedy is a modier that constrains the returned actors to be those starring
comedy movies. That is, we have M fcomedyg and Rfactorg. Consider another
query Q2 ``S.W.A.T., year''. The user likely searches for the year information of
the movie \S.W.A.T.". Hence we have M fS:W:A:Tg and Rfyearg.
The semantic interpretation of a user query Q can now be described using
a triple (V 2 TE;M;R): for data vertices of target entity V that satisfy modier M ,
output their values of return speciers R, where R and M compose the query Q.
For instance, a possible interpretation of Q2 \``S.W.A.T., year''" is: for target
entity movies (V 2 TE), if a data vertex is modied by S.W.A.T (M), then return
its year information (R).
However, the challenges are: we do not know which query keywords serve as
return speciers R and as modiers M respectively due to the absence of indicators
in structured queries like select, return, where; and we do not know which entities are
target entities. We nd the values of V , M and R to be the ones that maximize the
likelihood of observing the query Q with V as target entity: P (QjV 2 TE). That is,
P (QjV 2 TE) =MaxV;M;R[P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg))
 P (M fMgjV 2 TE)]
s:t: R [M = Q ^R \M = ; (3.3)
where P (M fMgjV 2 TE) is the probability of observing M as modiers given
target entity V , and P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg) is the probability of observing R as
return speciers given target entity V and modiers M . We discuss how to compute
each value in the following two subsections.
Reasoning about Modiers
Now we discuss how to compute P (M (M)jV 2 TE): given V as target entity, the
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likelihood of observing a subquery M as modiers. By applying the multiplication
formula for probabilities, we have
P (M (M)jV 2 TE) = P (M fk1gjV 2 TE)
 P (M fk2gjM fk1g; V 2 TE) :::
 P (M fkngjM fk1:::kn 1g; V 2 TE) (3.4)
where M = fk1; k2; :::; kng.
The question is how to compute the general form of each component in Equation
3.4: P (M fkigjM fM 0g; V 2 TE), where M 0  M . Note that M 0 can be null. This
is the likelihood of observing ki as a modier for target entity V which is already
modied by M 0.
To calculate it, we break it down to two events. (i) The event that keyword ki is
related to entity V , denoted as Rel(ki; V ), which makes it possible for ki to constrain
V . For example, keyword Page Number is unrelated to entity movie. (ii) The event
that given V as a target entity modied by M 0, ki can further constrain V , denoted
FC(ki; V ). Note that sometimes although keyword ki is related to an entity V (event
(i) happens), it may not be able to further constrain V (event (ii) does not happen).
For instance, keyword actor is related to movie, but it cannot constrain movie (i.e.
select a proper subset of movies) as every movie has actors.
If ki is unrelated to V (i.e. Rel(ki; V ) = 0), meaning that ki cannot constrain
V , we have P (M fkigjM fM 0g; V 2 TE) = 0. Otherwise, we rst calculate the
probability of event Rel(ki; V ) = 1, named as relatedness. Then we investigate the
probability of event FC(ki; V ).
The intuition of computing P (FC(ki; V )jM fM 0g; V 2 TE) is that a reasonable
user would not issue a query with redundant or useless keywords. Using the concept
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of Information Gain in Information Theory, the probability for a user to use ki (which
is related to V ) to modify target entity V which is already modied by M 0 can be
measured by the information gain of using ki to constrain target entity data vertices
beyond modiers M 0.
Now we discuss how to compute the information gain and the relatedness in turn.
Information Gain. Recall that the information gain IG(Y jX) is the change to the
entropy of Y after observing X: IG(Y jX) = H(Y )   H(Y jX), where H(Y ) is the
entropy of Y , and H(Y jX) is the entropy of Y conditioned on X. The conditional
entropy quanties the amount of information needed to describe the outcome of a
variable Y given that the value of another random variable X is known.
In our setting, variable Y stands for target entity V modied by M 0, X stands
for modier ki, and Y jX stands for target entity V modied by M 0 and ki. We have
IG(M fM 0g; V 2 TEjM fkig)
= H(M fM 0g; V 2 TE) H(M fM 0g; V 2 TEjM fkig) (3.5)
Let us look at some examples to explain the intuition and the computation, start-
ing with a simple case of a single modier query Q = fkg. In this case, we have
M 0 = ; and ki = k in Equation 3.4. To simplify the discussion, for now we assume
Rel(k; V ) = 1 and P (Rel(k; V )) = 1 for any k and V in the examples. We will discuss
how to compute them later in this section. Furthermore, we assume each value in
the domain of Y has the same probability of showing up. Suppose there are m data
vertices in the domain of Y , then H(Y ) or H(Y jX) = log2(m).
Example 3.1.1: Consider a query:
 Q3: ``leading actor''
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Suppose movie is target entity. We compute the likelihood of a user using ``leading
actor'' to modify movie as target entity: P (M fleading actorgjmovie 2 TE) =
1IG(actor 2 TEjM fleading actorg) = H(movie) H(moviejM fleading actorg).
Suppose every movie data vertex has a leading actor, then the set of all movie data ver-
tices is the same as the set of all movie data vertices modied by leading actor. There-
fore, the entropy of these two sets are the same, and P (M fleading actorgjmovie 2
TE) = 0.
On the other hand, suppose actor is target entity. The likelihood of a user
using ``leading actor'' to modify actor is P (M fleadingactorgjactor 2 TE) =
H(actor)   H(actorjM fleading actorg). This probability is unlikely to be 0 since
the set of actors is dierent from the set of leading actors.
The above analysis shows that considering leading actor as a modier, actor
is more likely to be target entity of this query than movie. Indeed, intuitively, query
\nd actors who are leading actors" sounds more reasonable than query \nd movies
that have leading actors" as the later will return all the movies in the data.
Now let us look at an example query with multiple keywords.
Example 3.1.2: Consider query Q4 as shown below:
 Q4: ``Jeremy Piven, comedy''
Suppose actor is a target entity, we compute the likelihood of a user using
``Jeremy Piven, comedy'' to modify actor as target entity using Equation 3.4:
P (M fJeremy Piven; comedygjactor 2 TE) = P (M fcomedygjactor 2 TE;
M fJeremy Piveng) P (M fJeremy Pivengjactor 2 TE).
First, P (M fcomedygjactor 2 TE;M fJeremy Piveng) = H(actor 2 TE;
M fJeremy Piveng)   H(actor 2 TE;M fJeremy PivengjM fcomedyg). Suppose
the actor Jeremy Piven starred at least one comedy movie, that is, the actor data
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vertex modied by ``Jeremy Piven'' is also modied by ``comedy''. Therefore,
these two entropy are the same. Then, we have P (M fcomedygjactor 2 TE;
M fJeremy Piveng) = 0, As we can see, although each keyword Jeremy Piven and
comedy can individually modify actor data vertices, after applying Jeremy Piven,
comedy does not bring any additional information gain. This example shows the
importance of considering the inter-relationship among the query keywords. Thus
P (M fJeremy Piven; comedygj
actor 2 TE) = 0, indicating that with Jeremy Piven and comedy as modiers, the
query is unlikely to search for actor.
On the other hand, suppose movie is a target entity, the likelihood of having both
Jeremy Piven and comedy as modiers is signicant (detailed computation omitted
for space reason). This indicate the query semantics is more likely to be \nd comedy
movies that are starred by Jeremy Piven" than \nd actors whose name is Jeremy
Piven and starred comedy movies".
In our implementation, we calculate the actual values of the entropy and nd the
most likely query semantics using Equation 3.3. Also note that, in Equation 3.4,
multiple keywords in M may be grouped together to form a modier. We group key-
words together if they are matched by a vertex or they have association relationship,
such as leading actor in Q3. We can also use existing work on query segmenta-
tion Pu and Yu (2008); Yu and Shi (2009) to group keywords, which is not the focus
of this paper.
Now the remaining question is how to dene and compute Relatedness Rel(ki; V )
and P (Rel(ki; V )).
Relatedness. Now we discuss when a data vertex is considered to be related to
another data vertex. Intuitively, in Q4 Jeremy Piven is considered to be related with
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an actor vertex whose attribute name has value Jeremy Piven. But it is not that
simple. Is Jeremy Piven related to a movie? Jeremy Piven is associated with actor
as an attribute value, but not associated with any movie (Denition 3.1.1). But it
does have a relationship with movie: some movies are starred by Jeremy Piven. So
the answer should be \Yes". Typically users search for entities not only based on
their attribute values, but also based on the entities that they have relationships with
(e.g. nd movies in which a particular actor stars).
Thus we dene relatedness relationship to be more general than association re-
lationship. Existing work has studied the semantic relationships between vertices
in XML trees considering the path connecting them Cohen et al. (2003); Li et al.
(2004). We extend the Interconnection Relation for XML trees Cohen et al. (2003)
to graphs. Since there can be many paths connecting two data vertices v and v0 in
a graph, we dene the relatedness relationship of two data vertices on the shortest
paths, which represent the most direct relationship between them. If there are no
entity data vertices with the same label on this path, then we consider v0 is related
to v. In the above example, comedy vertex 36 is related to actor data vertex 17. On
the other hand, vertex 21 is not related to vertex 36 since the shortest path between
them has two nodes with label movie.
Furthermore, even though two vertices are related, the likelihood of a user to use a
keyword ki to modify a related vertex V , P (Rel(ki; V )), decreases when their distance
increases. We measure such likelihood by the average distance of the relatedness
relationship between keyword match of ki and data vertices of V . Formally, we have
Denition 3.1.2:[Relatedness] A data vertex v0 is a Related Vertex of an entity
data vertex v if there exists a shortest path P between v0 and v where there is no
two vertices on the path sharing the same label and type, i.e. @v1; v2 2 P , t(v1) =
t(v2) ^ l(v1) = l(v2). We use P to represent the Relatedness Relationship between v
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and v0, and use Mod(v) to denote the set of all related vertices of v.
We use Rel(k; V ) to denote the Relatedness of keyword k to entity V . We have
Rel(k; V ) = 1 if there exists vertex v as a data vertex of V and vertex v0 matches k,
and v0 2Mod(v), otherwise Rel(k; V ) = 0.
The likelihood of using related keyword k to modify V is dened based on the av-
erage of distances of the relatedness relationship between the data vertices Dist(v0; v):
P (Rel(k; V )) = e AV Gv0 matched by k;v2Ins(V )Dist(v
0;v).
Given relatedness relationship, we now dene a relevant entity vertex for a query
as the data vertex related to keyword matches of every query keyword modier.
Denition 3.1.3:[Relevant Entity Data Vertex] An entity data vertex v 2 V (G) is
a Relevant Entity Data Vertex if and only if for 8k 2 M where M is the modiers
of query Q, there is a keyword match of k in the data: v0, k 2 l(v0), such that v0 is
a related vertex of v (v0 2 Mod(v)). We group relevant entity data vertices by their
corresponding vertex in the structural summary, denoted RIV (Q). If V is a target
entity, we also use RTI to indicate all relevant entity data vertices of V .
For example, RIMovie(Q2) is the set of all movie data vertices that are related
to S.W.A.T.: fvertex with id 24g. RIactor(Q1) is the set of all actor data vertices
related to comedy: fvertex with id 17, 18g.
Reasoning about Return Speciers
By denition, return speciers shall be entity name and/or attribute names of a
target entity whose value is unknown to the user. Thus, the likelihood of observing
some return speciers R given a target entity V and modiers M , P (RfRgjV 2
TE;M fMg) = 0, if some keyword in R does not match the name nor an attribute
name associated with V or if the user query contains attribute values that are asso-
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ciated with R. Otherwise, we consider P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg) = 1.
Example 3.1.3: Consider Q1 ``comedy, actor'' on data in Fig 1.1. The likelihood
of observing actor as return specier given entity actor as a target entity and comedy
as modier, P (Rfactorgjactor 2 TE;M fcomedyg) = 1 since actor is self-associated
and keyword match of comedy is not associated with any actor data vertex. On the
other hand, the likelihood of observing actor as return specier given entity movie as
a target entity and comedy as modier, P (Rfactorgjmovie 2 TE;M fcomedyg) = 0,
since actor is not associated with movie.
Now let us consider another query ``title, S.W.A.T., year''. The likelihood
of observing return specier title given movie as a target entity and S.W.A.T.,
year as modier, P (Rftitlegjmovie 2 TE;M fS:W:A:T:; yearg) = 0. This is because
although attribute title is associated with entity movie, keyword match of S.W.A.T.
in M is associated with title data vertex. Indeed, the user already knows S.W.A.T.
as title thus title is not a return specier.
The above computation assumes the keyword matches of all return speciers to be
associated target entity vertices. This is consistent with closed world assumption: all
possible attributes associated with an entity shall reside in the data set. However, it is
too strict under open world assumption. For instance, consider a query ``S.W.A.T,
year, runtime'' on a data set which has movies with information about year but
not runtime. Despite the incomplete information, movie entity still shall be con-
sidered as target entity based on the match of year (and S.W.A.T). To address this
problem, we consider every return specier to be equally important and use the per-
centage of the return speciers that are matched to an entity's association as the
value for P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg). In the presence of query log, we may identify
that the match of some return speciers carry more condence and derive a function
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to compute P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg).
Another question is that a user query may not have return specier. Indeed,
unlike a structured query which must have both return speciers and modiers, a
keyword query may leave return speciers unspecied, such as Q4 ''Jeremy Piven,
comedy'', where all keywords are modiers. In this case, P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg)
is trivially 1.
P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg) = jR
0j
jRj (3.6)
where R0 = fkjk 2 R; k matches V 0 2 [V ]AR;@k0 2 M matching v00; v00 2
Ins(V 0)g. If R = ; then P (RfRgjV 2M fMg) = 1.
Target Entity and Search Target Denition
Now we dene Target Entity as the ones that maximize the likelihood of observing
query Q (Equation 3.2).
Denition 3.1.4:[Target Entity] For a query Q, an entity V in the structural sum-
mary is a Target Entity if
P (V 2 TEjQ) /MaxVi2IG [P (Vi 2 TEjQ)] (3.7)
where P (V 2 TEjQ) is computed by using Equation 3.1 to Equation 3.6. In
Denition 3.1.4, we only consider the most probable entity as target entity. A system
may also choose to consider more possible target entities to boost recall and use the
probability for ranking.
A user's search intention could be a target entity or relationship between multiple
target entities. Also for heterogeneous data, we may infer multiple target entities
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using Denition 3.1.4 such as Q1 of IMDB dataset in Section 3.4. To support these
cases, we dene Search Target of a user query as shown below:
Denition 3.1.5:[Search Target] Consider a query Q and a set of inferred target
entities S. The Search Target of Q is either an entity in S or the relationship of a
subset of S (if there is more than one entity in S).
For Q1, one target entity is inferred: actor, which is the search target. The
inferred query semantics would be: \nd actors that star comedy movies". Another
query ``Comedy, Ferrell'', two target entities are inferred: movie and actor.
Besides the two target entities, the relationship between them is also considered as
a search target. In the latter case, the query interpretation is \Find the relationship
between a movie with genre comedy and an actor whose name contains Ferrell".
In a more heterogeneous dataset than Figure 1.1, comedy might also be matched by
companies' name besides movies' genre. In that case, based on Denition 3.1.4, actor,
movie and company may all be target entities. Then the search target includes not
only the three target entities, but also the relationship between them. TAR will infer
additional query interpretations, such as \Find the movies that are produced by a
company named comedy and are acted by an actor whose name contains Ferrell".
3.2 Constructing Target-Aware Results on Data Graph
Based on the concept of target entity, we propose two properties that good query
results shall satisfy: Atomicity and Intactness (Section 3.2) and then dene Target-
Aware Result for keyword search on graphs (Section 3.2).
Atomicity and Intactness
A good query result should be atomic and intact. Intactness provides comprehen-
sive signals and atomicity makes query results aligned with search target.
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Denition 3.2.1:[Atomicity] Given a query Q, a result RG is atomic if it has one
instance of Q's search target.
Atomicity ensures that ranking on results reects ranking on search target in-
stances. For instance, for Q1 in Example 1.1.1 ``comedy, actor'', actor is consid-
ered as the only target entity and therefore the search target of the query. Each result
shown in Figure 1.4 contains exactly one actor, and therefore it is atomic. Ranking
on such results provides ranking on actors.
Denition 3.2.2:[Intactness] Given a query Q and the inferred target entities, a
result RG is intact if every relevant target entity data vertex in RG has all its related
vertices matching M of Q in RG.
Intactness ensures that all signals of the search targets related to the query are
available for fair ranking. Again consider result (a) of Q1 shown in Figure 1.4. It
contains vertex 17, an instance of search target actor that is relevant to Q. We have
all matches to the modier comedy, vertex 36 and 38, in the result. Thus this result
is intact. Ranking on such results can consider the ranking of all comedy movies that
he stars.
Target-Aware Result
Now we formally dene Target-Aware Results. As discussed earlier we would like
to dene a result that is both atomic and intact so that ranking on results provide
fair ranking on search target instances.
However, when user's search intention is relationship, it may not be possible to
have a result that satises both properties, as shown in the following example.
Example 3.2.1: Suppose a user inputs keyword query Q5 to search for relationship
between an actor named Ferrell and comedy movies that he stars:
 Q5: \Comedy, Ferrell"
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Based on Denition 3.1.4, we nd actor and movie are target entities, as not
all actors named Ferrell have starred a comedy movie, and not all comedy movies
feature an actor named Ferrell. The user may search relationship between the two
keywords. Consider a result that contains actor Will Ferrell. For the result to be
intact, it should contain the information of both comedy movies that Will Ferrell
stars. But in this case, there are two instances of the relationship between target
entity actor and target entity movie in the result, violating atomicity.
Since we may not always be able to satisfy atomicity and intactness when user's
search target is relationship, we need to make a design choice based on user's pref-
erence. As shown in user study presented in Section 3.4, while both properties are
considered important by users, intactness is chosen by more users.
We dene Target-Aware Result as below:
Denition 3.2.3:[Target-Aware Result] Consider query Q on data graph G, a sub-
graph of G: RG, is a Target-Aware Result if the following conditions hold:
 Every keyword k 2 Q has a match in RG.
 If there is only one target entity data vertex in RG, then RG should be atomic
and intact; otherwise RG should be intact.
 There does not exist a subgraph of RG that satises the above two conditions.
A result for Q5 is shown in Figure 3.1, which contains the relationships between
an actor named Ferrell and all his comedy movies.
Existing work shows that most keyword queries search for entities Nandi and Jagadish
(2009). When search targets are entities, we will return results that are both atomic
and intact.
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Figure 3.1: Target-Aware Result of Q5
Constructing Target-Aware Results on Data Graph
In this section, we present algorithms to eciently generate target-aware results.
In Section 3.2, we discuss properties of target-aware result. In Section 3.2, we discuss
two major indexes we will use in our algorithms. Section 3.2 presents algorithms to
nd all target entities and their relevant data vertices. We discuss the algorithms of
generating target-aware results in Section 3.2.
Properties A straightforward way to generate target-aware results based on De-
nition 3.2.3 would enumerate all possible combinations of target entity data vertices
to form atomic and intact graphs. However, such a naive method suers extremely
low performance. In this section, we give some important properties of target-aware
results, which reduce target-aware result construction to a tractable problem.
Lemma 3.2.2: Let RG be a target-aware result, and RTI(RG) be the set of all
Q relevant target entity data vertices in a result graph RG(Denition 3.1.3). For
any nonempty subset S  RTI(RG), 9v 2 RTI(RG)   S s.t. 9v0 2 S, v is on the
relatedness relationship path between v0 and a modier of v0.
Proof. If jRTI(RG)j = 1, then true. Consider jRTI(RG)j  2. Suppose not, then it
means if we remove all data vertices in RTI(RG)   S and their exclusive modiers
from RG, we will have a strict sub-graph of RG which is also intact. Also if RG is
atomic the new sub-graph is atomic too. Contradiction. Proved.
Theorem 3.2.3: If RG is a target-aware result and jRTI(RG)j  2, then for any
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two data vertices v and v0 2 RTI(RG), there is an ordered sequence of data vertices
(v1; v2; :::; vk) s.t. vi 2 RTI(R), v1 = v and vk = v0, and vi+1 is on the relatedness
relationship path between vi and a vi's modier, 1  i  k   1.
Proof. Suppose not, then we rst nd the maximum set of data vertices J = (v1; v2; :::; vl)
with l  jRTI(RG)j s.t. vi 2 RTI(RG), and for v and vi the above theorem
is true. Since jRTI(RG)j  2, it is obvious to see that jJ j >= 1 by applying
Lemma 3.2.2. Now assume in Lemma 3.2.2, S = J . We know that S 6= RTI(RG)
because v0 2 RTI(RG)  S. By applying Lemma 3.2.2, we know that there must be
a data vertex v00 2 RTI(RG)   S s.t. 9vi 2 J ^ v00 is on a relatedness relationship
path between vi and a related vertex of vi. So, J[fv00g is a bigger set. Contradiction.
Proved.
We use G[X] to denote an induced graph of G on X.
Corollary 3.2.4: Let GD denote a directed graph of a graph G, s.t. V (GD) =
RTI(G) and (v; v0) 2 E(GD) if v is on a relatedness relationship path between v0 and
a related vertex of v0. RG is a target-aware result i the following two conditions hold:
1) GD[RTI(RG)] is a strongly connected component. 2) @v 2 RTI(G)   RTI(RG)
s.t. 9v0 2 RTI(RG) and (v; v0) 2 E(GD).
Proof. Based on Theorem 3.2.3, we know that GD[RTI(RG)] is a strongly connected
sub-graph. Suppose GD[RTI(RG)] is not a strongly connected component, then
there is a v 2 RTI(G)   RTI(RG) s.t. 9v0 2 RTI(RG) ^ (v; v0) 2 E(GD). Since
RG is a target-aware result, according to Denition 3.2.2 v should be in V (RG) too,
a contradiction. So GD[RTI(RG)] is a strongly connected component of GD. Also
this shows that @v 2 RTI(G)   RTI(RG) s.t. 9v0 2 RTI(RG) ^ (v; v0) 2 E(GD),
otherwise RG will not be a strongly connected component.
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Corollary 3.2.4 reduces the problem of constructing target-aware results to nding
strongly connected component of data graph G, which is tractable.
Corollary 3.2.5: For any v 2 RTI(G), it is contained in at most one target-aware
result.
Based on Corollary 3.2.4, it is easy to prove this true. Corollary 4.2.1 shows that
any v 2 RTI(G) can exist in at most one target-aware result. This corresponds to
the intactness, which avoids to have information of the same search target instance
in multiple results.
We will use these properties in Section 3.2 to construct all target-aware results.
Index We use two indexes: Keyword Index and Path Index.
Keyword index is an index which given an keyword k returns all data vertices v
s.t. k 2 l(v). We can easily nd the corresponding vertices in the structural summary
that match query keywords.
Path index is an index which given an entity data vertex v returns a set of shortest
paths between v and other entity data vertices, P = fP1; P2; :::; Prg. Each Pi 2 P
is of the form: (v; v1; :::; vq) and for each vj 2 Pi, t(vj) = Entity. Also based on
Denition 3.1.2, we don't record the paths that contain two vertices with the same
label. When the index is big, we may use existing techniques He et al. (2007b) for
graph partition.
With path index, given a related vertex v we can quickly nd all entity data
vertices v0 that it relates to. To do this, we rst nd the entity data vertex v00 2 [v]AR,
then we nd v00 in path index and retrieve all the paths starting with v00. Finally,
every entity data vertex in a retrieved path is related to v. Similarly, with an entity
data vertex v0 we can look it up in the path index and all keyword matched vertices
on a path are related vertices of v.
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Finding Target Entities Based on Denition 3.1.4, we design algorithms to nd
target entities V 2 IG and all v 2 RIV (Q). We rst invoke Algorithm 1 to nd the
best labelling of keywords in terms of return specier and modier for each entity
V . The inputs to Algorithm 1 include keyword query Q, data graph G, structural
summary IG, and the two indexes discussed in Section 3.2. We retrieve all Q relevant
data vertices of the target entities in data graph G, denoted as RTI(G), RTI(G) =
fvjv 2 V (G) ^ v 2 RIV (Q) ^ V is a target entityg.
In subfunction Computing P (M fMgjV 2 TE) of Algorithm 1, RI1 andRI2 stand
for Y andX in Equation 3.5, respectively. KWM is a function dened on V (G)! 2Q
containing the set of all query keywords matched by at least one modier of an entity
data vertex v in G. From line 4 - line 7, it updates functionKWM for each entity data
vertex. Then it follows Equation 3.4 to compute P (M fMgjV 2 TE) (line 8 - line 19).
In Example 3.1.2, P (M fcomedy; leading actorgjmovie 2 TE) = 0 because Equa-
tion 3.4 equals 0 if ki = leading actor, while P (M fcomedy; leading actorgjactor 2
TE) > 0 (line 8 - 19).
In subfunction Computing P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg) of Algorithm 1, RN is a
set of entity or attribute vertices matched by keywords. R andM stands for the given
return speciers and modiers respectively. We also use Ins 1(v) to denote the vertex
in the structural summary that a vertex v in the data graph is mapped to. From line
3 - 10, it identies all return speciers that are not associated with keywords in M .
Then, it computes P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg) based on Equation 3.6. Keyword
index KeyIdx is used in line 4, line 7, to retrieve matches to a given query keyword.
Then we compute P (QjV 2 TE) for each entity V and select out target entities
based on Denition 3.1.4. Finally, we get all search targets using Denition 3.1.5. We
collect all Q relevant entity data vertices of target entities in RTI(G) and use them
to construct target-aware results in Section 3.2
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Algorithm 1 Computing P (R;M jV 2 TE)
Input: M , G, IG, PathIdx, KeyIdx
Output: P (R;M jV 2 TE)
Computing P (M fMgjV 2 TE)
1: KWM;RI1; RI2  ;
2: mark  false
3: P (Rel(M;V )) = 0
4: for each k 2M do
5: for each data vertex v 2 G s.t. k 2 l(v) do
6: Find all entity data vertices v0 s.t. v 2Mod(v0) and update KWM(v0) with
k
7: Update P (Rel(M;V )) if v0 2 Ins(V )
8: for each v0 2 KWM s.t. v0 2 RIV (M) do
9: Add v0 to RI2
10: if RI2 = ; then
11: return 0
12: P (M fMgjV 2 TE) = P (Rel(M;V ))
13: mark = true
14: for each ki 2M do
15: for each v0 2 KWM s.t. v0 2 RIV (ki) do
16: Add v0 to RI1
17: for each v0 2 KWM s.t. v0 2 RIV (k1:::ki   1) do
18: Add v0 to RI2
19: P (M fMgjV 2 TE) = (H(RI2) H(RI2jRI1))
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Computing P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg)
1: RN  ;
2: KWM  ;
3: for each k 2 R do
4: for each keyword match vertex V 0 2 IG \ V 0 2 [V ]AR do
5: Add V 0 to RN
6: for each k 2M do
7: for each value data vertex v s.t. k 2 l(v) do
8: for each entity or attribute data vertex v0 2 [v]AR do
9: if Ins 1(v0) 2 RN then
10: Remove Ins 1(v0) from RN
11: P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg) = jRN jjRj
return P (M fMgjV 2 TE)  P (RfRgjV 2 TE;M fMg)
Constructing Target-Aware Results
Instead of enumerating each possible target-aware results which is intractable,
we utilize the properties proved in Section 3.2 to eciently construct target-aware
results.
Based on Lemma 3.2.2, Corollary 3.2.4, Corollary 4.2.1, We designed Algorithm 2
to generate target-aware results.
In subfunction Building Dependency Digraph, it builds the directed graph GD
discussed in Corollary 3.2.4. First from line 1 to line 5, for each path rooted at v
it nds the last entity data vertex vj s.t. vj has an association relationship with a
related vertex of v. If there is a vt 2 RTI(G) s.t. vt is between v and vj, then
according to Corollary 3.2.4 there should be an edge from vt to v in the directed
graph. Consequently, line 6 to line 9 add such edges.
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Algorithm 2 Returning TopK results
Input: RTI(G), PathIdx
Output: TopK TAR results
Building Dependency Digraph
1: for each v 2 RTI(G) do
2: for each path (v; v1; :::; vq) rooted at v in PathIdx do
3: for j = q to 1 do
4: if vj 2 [v0]AR s.t. v0 is a related vertex of vj then
5: break;
6: if j  1 then
7: for t = 1 to j do
8: if vt 2 RTI(G) then
9: Add (vt; v)to E(GD)
Constructing TAR Results
1: NMMR; Results ;
2: Assign each v 2 V (GD) a strongly connected component number scv
3: for each v 2 V (GD) do
4: if scv =2 NMMR then
5: for each v0 s.t. (v0; v) 2 E(GD) do
6: if scv0 6= scv then
7: Add scv to NMMR; break
8: for each component number sc s.t. sc =2 NMMR do
9: Add sc to Results
10: Return Top-K Results.
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Figure 3.2: Algorithm 2 on Example 3.2.1
In subfunction Constructing TAR Results, it rst nds all strongly connected
components in GD (line 2). We use the classic path-based strongly connected compo-
nent detection algorithm in Tarjan (1971) here. After that, it checks for each strongly
component if 9v 2 RTI(G) RTI(R) s.t. 9v0 2 RTI(R) and (v; v0) 2 E(GD). Only
those strongly connected components without in-degree from an data vertex outside
are target-aware results (line 3 - 7). NMMR is used to record the strongly connected
component number of non-target-aware results. From line 8 - 9, each target-aware
result will be collected. Finally, all target-aware results will be returned in line 10.
Since ranking is not the focus of this paper, we use a intuitive ranking function to
roughly rank query results and return the top-k ones. First, the more modiers a
target entity instance has the more important it is. E.g., as for the two target-aware
results in Figure 1.4, result (a) will be ranked higher because Will Ferrel has more
comedy movies. Second, the shorter the average distance from modiers to a tar-
get entity instance is, the more closely related they are. We could also use ranking
function of existing work such as Hristidis et al. (2003a).
For Example 3.2.1, Algorithm 2 rst builds a directed graph for the data graph,
which has a fragment shown in Figure 3.2. There is an edge from the actor data vertex
to the other two movie data vertices because the actor data vertex contains a keyword
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match Ferrell, which modies the movie data vertices. Other edges are created in
the same way. Then it identies all strongly connected components. As shown in
Figure 3.2, entity data vertices within the same strongly connected component are
surrounded by a dashed rectangle. It shows two strongly connected components.
Then based on Corollary 3.2.4, it excludes the strongly connected component on
the right from being target-aware result because there are two entity data vertices
outside pointing to it. Consequently, only the left strongly connected component
forms a target-aware result.
3.3 Constructing Target-Aware Results on Relational Database
Data and Query Model
We consider a relational database schema as a directed graph GS(V;E), called
a schema graph, where V represents the set of relation schema R1; R2; :::; Rn and E
represents the set of edges between two relations. Given two relation schemas, Ri and
Rj, there exists an edge in the schema graph, from Ri to Rj , denoted Ri! Rj, if the
primary key dened on Ri is referenced by the foreign key dened on Rj. There may
exist multiple edges from Ri to Rj in GS if there are dierent foreign keys dened on
Rj referencing the primary key dened on Ri . In such a case, we use RiX ! Rj,
where X is the foreign key attribute names. We use V (GS) and E(GS) to denote the
set of nodes and the set of edges of GS, respectively. In a relation Ri , we call an
attribute, dened on strings or full-text, a text attribute, to which keyword search is
allowed. A relation on relation schema Ri is an instance of the relation schema (a set
of tuples) conforming to the relation schema, denoted as r(Ri). We use Ri to denote
r(Ri) if the context is obvious.
Given an relational database on the schema graph, GS, we say two tuples ti and
tj are connected if there exists at least one foreign key reference from ti to tj or vice
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versa, and we say two tuples ti and tj in a relational database are reachable if there
exists at least a sequence of connections between ti and tj. The distance between
two tuples, ti and tj , denoted as dis(ti; tj), is dened as the minimum number of
connections between ti and tj.
An l-keyword query is given as a set of keywords of size l, where Q = k1; k2; :::; kl,
and searches interconnected tuples that contain the given keywords, where a tuple
contains a keyword if a text attribute of the tuple contains the keyword. To select
all tuples from a relation R that contains a keyword ki, a predicate contain(A; ki)
is supported in SQL in IBM DB2, ORACLE, and Microsoft SQL-Server, whereAis a
text attribute in R.
Problem Denition
In this section, we will introduce Target-Aware candidate network, which is gen-
erated by our system to run against a relational database as SQL queries and return
interconnected tuples as results to any given l-keyword query. Transformation from
candidate network to SQL query is a one-to-one mapping which will be discussed
later and we use candidate network with SQL query interchangeably. To facilitate
explaining the denition of Target-Aware candidate network, rst we introduce key-
word relation which is dened in Agrawal et al. (2002). A keyword relation stands
for a subset of tuples of a relation that only match certain query keywords.
Given an l-keyword query Q and a relational database with schema graph GS, a
keyword relation RiK
0 is a subset of relation Ri containing tuples that only contain
keywords K 0( Q)) and no other keywords, as dened below in Equation 3.8.
RifK 0g = ftjt 2 r(Ri) ^ 8k K 0; t contains k
^8 2 (K  K 0); t doesn`t contain kg (3.8)
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where K is the set of keywords in Q, i.e., K = Q. We also allow K 0 to be ;. In
such a situation, Ri consists of tuples that do not contain any keywords in Q and is
called an empty keyword relation.
As shown in Section 3.1, we want to generate target-aware query results which
are atomic and intact. To achieve this, the Target-Aware candidate networks which
were run on a relational database to generate such query results should be atomic and
intact too. Furthermore, to achieve high eciency, the same query result cannot be
generated by two Target-Aware candidate networks. Finally, we ensure that any such
query result must be generated by one Target-Aware candidate network. Formally,
we dene Target-Aware candidate network in Denition3.3.1.
Denition 3.3.1:[Target-Aware Candidate Network] Given an l-keyword query Q
and a relational database with schema graph GS, a Target-Aware candidate network
TCN is a connected tree of keyword relations where for every two adjacent keyword
relations RiK1 and RjK2, we have (Ri;Rj) 2 E(GS) or (Rj;Ri) 2 E(GS). Assuming
we use Res(TCN) to represent the query results returned by TCN , and there are n
TCNs generated in total and each TCN must satisfy the following six conditions
 Target-Aware: 8TCNi(1  i  n); r 2 Res(TCNi) ! TEI(r) 6= ; where
TEI(r) stands for the search target instance of r.
 Atomic: 8TCNi(1  i  n); r 2 Res(TCNi)! jTEI(r)j = 1
 Intact: 8i; j(1  i 6= j  n); 9r 2 Res(TCNi); k 2 Res(TCNj) ! TEI(r) =
TEI(k)
 Duplicate Free: 8i; j(1  i 6= j  n)! Res(TCNi) \Res(TCNj) = ;
 Total: 8k 2 Q; r 2 Res(TCN)! k is matched by r
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Figure 3.3: Framework of Target-Aware Keyword Search on Relational Database
 Complete: 8r satisfying above conditions, 9i(1  i  n)! r 2 Res(TCNi)
Thence we formally dene the problem as Given Q, return query results returned
by TCNs.
Figure 3.3 shows the framework of how we take a keyword query, generate TCNs,
then run SQL queries in parallel, and nally return query results back to user.
Generating Target-aware Candidate Networks
Before presenting how to search for TCNs and generate query results, we rst
discuss how to infer user search intention. We use the same technology introduced
in Section 3.1. In relational database, we consider each tuple of a relation as an
Entity node, and its attributes as attribute nodes. Connections between tuples are
built as dened in Data Model. In this section, we will explain how to build Target-
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Figure 3.4: Target CN Generation with One Target Entity and Modier
Aware candidate networks (TCN) given search target set, modier set, and return
specier set. Based on the number of target entities and number of modiers, we will
start from a simple case with a single entity as search target, and a single modier.
Then, we will explain how to generate CNs given a single target entity, but multiple
modiers. Finally, we show how to process multiple entities in search target set with
multiple modiers.
Example 3.3.1: Suppose we need to generate all TCNs for Q1 of Example 1.1.2.
Also, assuming that we have a single target entity actor, a single modier comedy
and a return specier actor inferred as in Section3.1. It takes 4 steps to generate all
TCNs.
Step 1. We nd the keyword-match set for the modier. In this example, we nd
that comedy is matched by fMovie.genre, Company.nameg where Movie.genre means
attribute genre of relation Movie and Company.name means attribute name of relation
Company.
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Step 2. We need to nd the modifying relationship between keyword match of
modiers and target entities. In this example, it means we need to nd how attribute
Movie.genre and attribute Company.name are related to relation actor. As proven
eective in existing work, we consider the shortest path on schema graph between
the key relation of the corresponding keyword-match attributes and target relation
as their modifying relationship. For Movie.genre, path (movie, movie-actor, actor)
is the modifying relationship between Movie.genrefcomedyg and actor. Note that,
Movie.genrefcomedyg is a key relation as dened in Denition3.8 which means all
tuples of Movie whose attribute genre matches comedy and no other keywords. For
Company.name, path (company, movie-company, movie, movie-actor, actor) is the
modifying relationship between Company.namecomedy and actor.
Step 3. We use Venn diagram to present dierent TCNs. As shown in Figure
3.5, the blue circle stands for all actor tuples that are modied by key relation
Movie.genrefcomedyg and the red circle stands for all actor tuples that are modi-
ed by key relation Company.namefcomedyg. The overlapping circle indicates ac-
tor tuples that are modied by both key relation Movie.genrefcomedyg and Com-
pany.namefcomedyg. Consequently, each non overlapping area of the diagram indi-
cates a TCN. In this example, there are three non-overlapping area marked 1, 2 and
3 that become the three TCNs generated. Finally, we will translate each TCN rep-
resented by a non-overlapping circle into a SQL query. Note that Step 3 is a virtual
step which could be computed instead of manually drawn.
Step 4. For each non-overlapping area, we nd all key relations and target relations
involved. Then we include all modifying relationships between key relations and target
relations. In the end, by connecting all edges of all identied modifying relationships
together, we will derive TCNs. In our example, area 1, 2 and 3 are translated to
TCNs shown in Figure 1.9 to Figure 1.11.
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Figure 3.5: Target CN Generation with One Target Entity and Multiple Modiers
As shown in Figure 3.5, it is also possible to infer one target entity with multiple
modiers fk1; :::kng. To handle this case, we run Step 1 through Step 4 for each
modier separately. Finally, we add another step to generate all TCNs as below.
Step 5. Enumerate each combination of TCNs generated in Step 4 for all modiers
and merge each combination together to generate a combined TCN of the whole
keyword query. As shown in Figure 3.5, X indicates we join each TCN generated in
Step 4 for all n keywords together to form a nal TCN.
Furthermore, it is also possible for us to infer multiple target entities with one
modier as shown in Section3.1. In such case, we run Step 1 through Step 4 for each
target entity separately. Finally, we add another step to generate all TCNs as below.
Step 6. Combine all TCNs generated in Step 4 for each target entity together. As
shown in Figure 3.6, + indicates that we put all TCNs generated for each target
entity together.
Finally, in the most complex case, we may infer multiple target entities and mul-
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Figure 3.6: Target CN Generation with Multiple Target Entities and One Modier
Figure 3.7: Target CN Generation with Multiple Target Entities and Multiple Mod-
iers
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tiple modiers. In such case, we generate TCNs as in Figure 3.7.
3.4 Evaluation
Target-Aware Search on Data Graph
In this section we present experimental evaluation of our system TAR that con-
structs target-aware results for keyword search on graphs, in terms of both quality
and eciency.
Experimental Setup
Setting. We implemented TAR in Microsoft Visual C++ and used Oracle Berkeley
DB 1 for keyword index and path index. Eciency experiments were performed on
a 3.1GHz Intel Core i5-2400 machine with 16GB memory running Windows 7. All
experiments are tested with hot cache where indices are in memory.
Data. We have performed experiments on three datasets: IMDB, DBLP, and DB-
Pedia. IMDB is an international movie dataset of 2.0 GB with 3.9M data vertices.
2 DBLP is a dataset recording bibliography information in computer science of size
1.5GB with 3.1M data vertices. 3 For DBPedia dataset, we use its dump data in
tabular form. 4 We selected out 60 entity types of totally 1.8M data vertices with
size of 7GB from the original data set, which is feasible for our experiment settings
and also comparable with the data sizes used in the state-of-art work on processing
keyword queries on graphs, which was up to 2 GB Zeng et al. (2012); Pan and Wu
(2013). To select these 60 entity types, we invited 10 users to pick a few entity types
they are interested in as seeds and then recursively crawled entity types referenced
1http://oracle.com/technology/products/berkeley-db/index.html
2http://www.imdb.com/
3http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/ ley/db/
4http://wiki.dbpedia.org/DBpediaAsTables?v=hyz
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Table 3.1: User Study Keyword Queries
DBLP IMDB DBPedia
Q1
Divesh, Jignesh,
Jagadish
Steven Spielberg
Sports game,
Company
Q2
Semantic min-
ing, Author
Brosnan, Bond
Apple, Word
processor
Q3
Entity resolu-
tion, Health
Thriller movie,
Actor
Dance, Album
Q4
Data mining,
Conference
Dreamworks,
Comedy anima-
tion
Google, City
Q5
Health informat-
ics, Journal
Documentary
movie, Directory
Konami
Q6
Optimization
book, Author
Will Ferrell,
Rating
Rock music,
Artist
Q7
Krishnamurthy,
Parametric
Query Opti-
mization
Marvel, Iron
Man
Hip hop, United
States
Q8
2007 Beijing,
Data integra-
tion, Conference
Superman
movie, Com-
pany
Lady Gaga
Q9
Information re-
trieval database
Bruce Willis,
John
NBA, Point
guard
Q10
Data mining al-
gorithm, 2006
Christmas, Fam-
ily
Germany, Small
forward
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by seed entity types and combined them together. A keyword index and a path index
are built for each data set. The size of indices of DBLP dataset is 0.1GB and 2.6GB
respectively; 0.13GB and 3.6GB for IMDB dataset, while 0.78GB and 0.98GB for
DBPedia dataset.
Queries. We invited 10 students with bachelor degree or higher in science and
engineering who did not participate in this project to write 5 queries for each dataset,
thus 150 queries in total. Then we identied the queries that can show dierences in
results generated by TAR and comparison systems. There are 59 such queries. To
make the user study feasible in terms of scalability, we randomly chose 30 queries
from them, that is, 10 queries for each dataset, as our test queries. These 30 queries
are tested for search quality evaluation by 30 Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk, in
short) workers. Table 3.1 shows all 30 queries.
Comparison Systems. We compare TAR with BANKS Aditya et al. (2002) and
EASE Li et al. (2008). We use BANKS as a representative for systems that dene
query results as minimal trees, because according to Coman and Weaver (2010a)
BANKS has surprisingly high accuracy even compared with more recent search en-
gines and is the only search engine that can support the complete IMDB data set. We
use EASE as a representative for systems that dene results as graphs, and do not
restrict the result to be minimal graph containing query keywords. We implemented
BANKS and EASE in C++ based on the respective papers.
Search Quality Evaluation
We performed a user study on Amazon MTurk using 30 test queries and each
query is evaluated by 30 real world users. For each user study query, we provide a
few top ranked results returned by each system, and mix the results generated by
dierent systems in a random order. Then we asked users to grade the quality of the
results on a scale of 5, where 5 means the highest quality of a result and 1 means the
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Figure 3.8: Precision of query results
lowest.
Search Quality Since top-k results, instead of enumeration of all results, are com-
monly requested by users, we use Top-k precision, or in short, precision, as the major
metric to evaluate result quality of all three systems. Following common practice, we
do not evaluate recall on search results since the number of results are too big to be
feasible to obtain user feedback to determine ground truth. As will be shown shortly,
we do evaluate both precision and recall for search target inferences. We consider the
results with score above 3.0 (the middle value in the scale) as the ground truth of
relevant results for the query for the respective user. Then we compute the top-k pre-
cision of each system on a query for each user. Finally we compute the average top-k
precision of each system of each query among all users following Coman and Weaver
(2010a). To achieve reliable evaluation results, we pick a reasonable value, 3, for k
such that MTurk users are not overwhelmed by the number of results presented at
a time. Figure 3.8(a) to Figure 3.8(c) show the precision of each system on each
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Name: The Fame
Genre: Pop
Name: Just Dance
Genre: Dance-Pop, Funk
Name: Beautiful, Dirty, Rich
Genre: Dance-Pop, Funk
Album
Song
Song
4 More Dance Songs
(a) Result 1
Name: Big Beat: Classic Dance CD
Genre: Dance
Album
(b) Result 2
Figure 3.9: TAR Results for Q3 of DBPedia
query of the three data sets. The average precision of a system for all queries on
each dataset is shown on the gures. Since EASE cannot handle the complete IMDB
dataset, we use the partial IMDB dataset provided by the authors of EASE that can
be successfully handled. For that dataset, Q1, Q2, and Q6 do not have query results
and therefore are marked as N/A in Figure 3.8(b).
As we can see, TAR, the only system aiming at constructing target-aware results,
has signicant improvements over BANK and EASE on search quality in average.
TAR has the highest scores for 25 out of all 30 queries. This empirically veries the
advantages of TAR over existing systems, as explained in Section 1.
The experiments also show that TAR is able to work well on heterogeneous data.
For example, for Q3 of DBPedia dataset, \Dance, Album", Dance is matched by
song and artwork data vertices while Album is matched by album, and software data
vertices. TAR is able to generate results for several dierent interpretations of query
semantics, such as: \Find albums with dance genre", \Find album named dance",
\Find albums with some music named dance" as shown in Figure 3.9. In Figure 3.9(a),
there is one Album data vertex, and all songs of that album whose names or genres
are matched by Dance are organized in the same result. In Figure 3.9(b), Dance is
directly matched to the name and genre of one Album data vertex. To achieve that,
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suppose song is a target entity, then based on Equation 3.6, both Dance and Album
must be labeled as modiers. However, since most Dance-related songs are modied
by Album, Equation 3.3 is close to 0. On the other hand, considering Album as target
entity, we may label Album as return specier and Dance as modier, and obtain a
much higher value for Equation 3.3. Thus TAR infers album as the target entity. In
contrast, BANKS and EASE do not construct results based on search targets and
may return albums with one music named dance but not all, or a company with
softwares named dance and album. TAR's results are favored by users as shown in
Table 3.8(c).
As another example for Q2 of DBPedia dataset, \Apple, Word processor", Apple
is matched by song, software, company and even artist data vertices while Word
processor is matched by software. Suppose company is a target entity, then based on
Equation 3.6, all keywords are labeled as modiers. However, after keyword Apple,
Word processor cannot bring information gain any more, i.e. Equation 3.3 is close
to 0. Intuitively, Apple produces Word processors. On the contrary, software gets a
much larger value for Equation 3.3 and is inferred as a target entity. TAR is able to
generate results for several dierent interpretations of query semantics, such as: \nd
word processor software named Apple" or \nd word processor software produced by
Apple Inc.".
Compared with BANKS, EASE does not enforce a result to contain all query
keywords and may receive unfavorable ratings from the user, such as queries Q3-Q10
of DBLP dataset, and Q1, Q2, Q3, Q8 of DBPedia dataset. For example, for Q3
of DBLP dataset, \Entity resolution, Health", some results returned by EASE does
not contain keyword Health. Also, BANKS generally has a higher precision than
EASE for IMDB queries because EASE only supports partial IMDB data set (such
as movie names and user scores) based on the restrictions described in their paper.
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Figure 3.10: Speedup Ratio of Various Queries
It cannot return relevant results for queries related to actors, directors or production
companies, such as Q1, Q2 and Q6 of IMDB dataset.
On the other hand, EASE returns all vertices in a r-Radius and thus tends to
provide more comprehensive information in a result. Thus it obtains higher user
scores than BANKS in other queries, such as Q1, Q2 of DBLP dataset, Q1, Q4-Q7,
Q9-Q10 of DBPedia dataset. For example, for Q9, \NBA, Point Guard", EASE
includes league information with each basketball player and the results generated end
up to be intact, which obtains a higher score than BANKS.
Next we will analyze the queries that TAR does not generate the highest scored
results. For DBLP queries, TAR obtains the lowest precision value for Q1, \Divesh,
Jignesh, Jagadish". While it correctly infers paper and article as the search target,
it does not recognize that papers and articles are both publications due to the lack
of ontology. It considers an article with title \Divesh" may modify a paper written
by \Divesh, Jignesh, Jagadish", which is not desirable. Similarly, for DBPedia Q7
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Figure 3.11: Speedup Ratio of Various Top-k
\Hip Hop, United States", although TAR correctly infers artist as the search target,
it considers a basketball player data vertex with united states in their values as a
modier of an artist if they are connected by the same city. We plan to consider on-
tology and domain knowledge for vertex and edge weight to better capture modifying
relationship.
For IMDB Q10, \Christmas, Family", the user intention is to use family to con-
strain the genre of a movie. TAR attaches a company named ABC Family to a
Christmas, Family related movie data vertex to make it intact, which is considered
as unfavorable by the user. While the query interpretation is reasonable and the
approach that TAR takes improves diversity and recall of the results, information
about click-through lock or user prole can be leveraged to achieve personalization
and enhanced ranking.
Search Target Inferences We have evaluated whether the search targets inferred
by TAR are correct. We asked users to write down what they think is the meaning of
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a query using an English sentence in the format of \Find X that Y". Then we extract
the noun(s) from the X part as the intended search targets. For example, consider
Q10 in IMDB \Christmas, Family", a user wrote down the interpretation as \Find
Christmas movies that are for family to watch". We extract movie as the ground
truth of user's search target.
Table 3.2: Precision & Recall of User Study Queries
Precision,
Recall
DBLP IMDB DBPedia
Q1 70%, 70% 53%, 100% 80%, 80%
Q2 78%, 64% 67%, 67% 67%, 67%
Q3 63%, 27% 87%, 87% 87%, 87%
Q4 83%, 83% 97%, 97% 93%, 93%
Q5 83%, 83% 93%, 93% 40%, 83%
Q6 80%, 70% 57%, 57% 87%, 87%
Q7 20%, 20% 83%, 83% 47%, 47%
Q8 87%, 87% 80%, 80% 33%, 93%
Q9 83%, 70% 53%, 53% 93%, 93%
Q10 73%, 33% 83%, 83% 83%, 83%
The average precision of TAR on inferring search target is 72.8% and average recall
is 74.0%. TAR has high quality inference for most queries. There are a few queries
that TAR does not perform well. For Q3, and Q10 of DBLP dataset, we observe
that the recall value is signicantly smaller than precision. This happens when TAR
infers only one entity as the search target but users put down many. For example,
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for Q3 DBLP "Entity resolution, Health", most users choose both paper and article
as the search target but TAR infers only paper. This is because paper and article
may have slightly dierent values of Equation 3.1.4 and TAR only returns the entity
with the highest value. Similar problems exist for Q7. This can be improved by
leveraging ontology information and grouping both papers and articles as publication
to be search targets.
For Q1 of IMDB dataset and Q5, Q8 of DBPedia dataset, we observe that precision
is low. This is because TAR infers multiple entities as search target but most users
only choose one. For example, for Q8 of DBPedia dataset, artist, song, album and
person have the same value of Equation 3.1.4 and are all considered as target entity.
However, for most users, their choice is personalized and only one entity is chosen.
To solve this problem, we need to include personalized search into TAR which is left
to future work.
Atomicity and Intactness We ask users whether they think atomicity and intact-
ness are important in dening results. For IMDB data set, 76% users chose intactness
while 35% chose atomicity. For DBLP data set, 70% users chose intactness while 42%
chose atomicity. For DBPedia dataset, 72% users chose intactness while 34% chose
atomicity. Although both atomicity and intactness are important, intactness is more
crucial according to user study, which supports our denition of target-aware results
in Section 3.2 when both can not be satised simultaneously.
Eciency Experiments
To test the eciency of our approach, we record the processing times for generating
top-3 results for TAR, BANKS and EASE and present the speed-up ratio of TAR over
the other two in a log scale in Figure 3.12. We choose top-3 query results following
existing work. Speed-up ratio is calculated as the elapsed time of EASE or BANKS
divided by that of TAR for each query. Average speed-up ratios of user study queries
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Figure 3.12: Speed up ratio of various queries
are shown in Figure 3.13.
Besides user study queries, we tested eciency of TAR on 75 randomly generated
queries. To generate these random queries, for each data set we rst generate the list
of all keywords appeared in the dataset, sorted by the number of occurrences. Then
we randomly select n keywords from the list to form a query, where n is a random
integer between 1 and 5. For random DBLP queries, the average speed up ratio of
TAR over BANKS and EASE is 118.1 and 9.3 respectively. For IMDB, it is 23.4 and
0.69. For DBPedia, it is 1.69 and 0.13 respectively.
TAR outperforms BANKS for most queries. After identifying target entities, TAR
constructs results based on search targets while BANKS constructs results starting
from all keyword matches in the data graph. For example, for Q2 on DBLP dataset
\Semantic mining, Author", BANKS rst explores all data vertices directly connected
to a keyword match of "Semantic mining" (and \Author"). Then it moves on to ex-
plore all data vertices connected to the keyword matches and expands its searching
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Figure 3.13: Speed up ratio of various top-k
space until a path that connects matches of both query keywords is identied. Such
a strategy is inecient. EASE uses advanced indexes and achieves higher eciency
than BANKS. TAR starts with inferring author as the search target, and then re-
trieve modiers matching \Semantic mining" for each relevant author data vertices
through keyword index and path index, which means smaller searching space and
faster accessing rate.
When there are a large number of query relevant target entity data vertices, espe-
cially when multiple entities together with their relationships are inferred as search
target, TAR is slower than BANKS and EASE. For example, for Q1 of IMDB data
set \Steven Spielberg", since many entities in the data, such as movies, companies,
and actors, have this name in data vertices, they are all considered as target enti-
ties. It turns out there are more than 2,000 query relevant data vertices of all those
target entities. TAR needs to process each of them including their modiers and
relationships and rank them, which can be time consuming. On the contrary, for
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Q4 of IMDB dataset, \Dreamworks, Comedy animation", TAR infers that movie is
the only a target entity with only 49 query relevant data vertices, and achieves high
eciency.
For randomly generated queries, we can see that the speedup decreases for IMDB
and DBPedia dataset. This is because randomly generated queries have much weaker
indication of a specic target entity than real user-issued queries. For such queries,
relationship are usually inferred as search targets. With many dierent entities con-
sidered as target entities, TAR is less ecient. For example, for a random query \Vol,
Philip, Rose" on DBPedia dataset, TAR infers music, artist, song as target entities
and nds more than 3,000 relevant data vertices which takes it much longer time to
process than real user study queries.
We also test the scalability of TAR in term of k when generating top-k results.
TAR's average speed-up ratios for the 10 user queries for each dataset over the other
two systems in a log scale with respect to k are presented in Figure 3.13. EASE's
performance does not change much over k, which is consistent with Li et al. (2008).
The speed-up ratio of TAR over BANKS goes up noticeably as k increases because
BANKS takes much longer time to construct more results.
Target-Aware Search on Relational Databases
We name our system Target-KWSDB. In this section we present experimental
evaluation of Target-KWSDB that constructs target-aware results for keyword search
on relational database, in terms of both quality and eciency.
Settings. We implemented Target-KWSDB in C++. We used Oracle Berkeley DB 5
for keyword index and path index to infer search targets. Eciency experiments were
performed on a 3.1GHz Intel Xeon E5-2687 machine with 32GB memory running
Windows 10. Search targets of queries are calculated with hot cache where indices
5http://oracle.com/technology/products/berkeley-db/index.html
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Table 3.3: Precision & Recall of User Study Queries
Query Precision Recall
Q1 80% 80%
Q2 67% 67%
Q3 87% 85%
Q4 93% 89%
Q5 40% 83%
Q6 87% 80%
Q7 47% 51%
Q8 33% 93%
Q9 91% 89%
Q10 83% 83%
are in memory while SQL queries were executed on Microsoft SQL Server 2016.
Data. We have performed experiments on three datasets: IMDB, DBLP, and DB-
Pedia, which are the same as the previous section.
Queries. We use the same set of keyword queries as in Table 3.2.
Comparison Systems. We compare Target-KWSDB with DBXplorer. DBXplorer
is the most widely cited paper in keyword search in relational databases which denes
generated keyword search results as MJNTs. Furthermore, it lays out the framework
of generating candidate networks which is adopted by most existing work. Since in
this paper, we focus on result generation we use DBXplorer as a representative for
existing systems. We implemented DBXplorer in C++ based on their research paper.
Search Target Inferences. Since Target-KWSDB generates SQL queries based on
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users' search targets, we rst evaluate whether the search targets inferred by Target-
KWSDB are correct. For each test query, we provided all possible search targets of
the corresponding database and asked users to choose the one(s) they prefer for that
query. Then we collected all chosen search targets as the ground truth for each user.
We use DBPedia as an example as shown in Table 3.3 because DBPedia has the
biggest dataset in size as well as the number of relations and their attributes. The
average precision of Target-KWSDB on inferring search target for DBPedia dataset
is 72:8% and the average recall is 74:0%. Target-KWSDB has high quality inference
for most queries. There are a few queries that Target-KWSDB does not perform well.
For Q5 and Q8 of DBPedia dataset, we observe that precision is low. This is because
Target-KWSDB infers multiple relations as search target but most users only choose
one. For example, for Q8 of DBPedia dataset, artist, song, album and person are
equally possible to be target relations based on calculation. However, for most users,
their choice is personalized and only one relation is chosen. To solve this problem, we
need to include personalized search into Target-KWSDB which is left to future work.
Atomicity and Intactness
We asked users whether they think atomicity and intactness are important in
dening results. To make it understandable to MTurk users, we use X to denote the
search targets supplied by the user when they write an English sentence to describe
the query meaning. We describe atomicity as \Each search result shall contain at least
one X", and describe intactness as \Each result shall contain all related information
of X". For IMDB data set, 76% users chose intactness while 79% chose atomicity. For
DBLP data set, 81% users chose intactness while 70% chose atomicity. For DBPedia
dataset, 83% users chose intactness while 85% chose atomicity. As we can see both
atomicity and intactness are inseparable for keyword search results.
Search Quality
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For each test query, we use search targets selected by a user as input to Target-
KWSDB to generate the ground truth for that user. Then a SQL query Q generated
by Target-KWSDB using the inferred search targets or DBXplorer is a hit if and only
if for each query result r of Q, we have
 There is one and only one search target instance, sti.
 It contains all modiers of sti.
 There does not exist another result r of Q or another query Q such that r and
r` contain the same sti.
 Removal of any relation from Q will break the above conditions for r.
Table 3.4: Precision & Recall of Target-KWSDB and DBXplorer
Query Target-KWSDB Precision,
Recall
DBExplorer Precision, Re-
call
Q1 81%, 88% 12%, 40%
Q2 62%, 67% 16%, 41%
Q3 91%, 87% 20%, 39%
Q4 97%, 93% 12%, 23%
Q5 45%, 80% 30%, 50%
Q6 63%, 57% 33%, 40%
Q7 46%, 36% 22%, 36%
Q8 33%, 76% 28%, 45%
Q9 89%, 93% 23%, 40%
Q10 79%, 70% 23%, 20%
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We show the result of DBPedia in Table 3.4. As we can see, Target-KWSDB, the
only system aiming at constructing target-aware results, has signicant improvements
over DBXplorer on search quality in average.
In this chapter we proposed the concept of target-aware query results driven by
inferred user search intention. A user query has a search target, which can be an
entity or relationships. We develop techniques to infer search targets by analyzing
return nodes, the relatedness relationships and information gain between keyword
matches and entity data vertices in the data graph. Then we propose that an ideal
result should be atomic, containing exactly one instance of search target, so that
result ranking is aligned with search target instance ranking. An ideal result should
also be intact, containing all query-related evidences of the search target in the result,
thus the downstream ranking function have comprehensive signals for fair ranking.
Then we develop techniques to eciently generate target-aware results for both data
graph as well as relational database. Experimental evaluation shows the eectiveness
and eciency of our approach.
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Chapter 4
KEYWORD SEARCH ON BIG DATA
As data volume has seen rapid growth in recent years, the problem of how to
eciently process keyword queries on big data becomes important. However, existing
research in keyword search heavily relies on memory and is incapable of handling
large-scale structured data, Zeng et al. (2012); Pan and Wu (2013). MapReduce is
widely acknowledged by both industry and academia as an eective programming
model to process big data. As a result, we aim at leveraging MapReduce to eciently
process keyword queries on big data.
As discussed in Section 1, we use MapRedcue to process keyword queries on
schema graph and data graph. For the data graph approach, we have proposed graph
algorithms in Section 3.2 which could be migrated to MapReduce using Qin et al.
(2014). As a result, in this section, we focus on how to use MapReduce to process
keyword queries on schema graph which consists of three components as shown in
Figure 4.1.
4.1 Transforming Keyword Query to SQL Queries
The rst component of Figure 4.1 is called Candidate Network (CN) Generation.
A candidate network could be considered as a SQL query. At this step, a keyword
query will be transformed into multiple SQL queries based on keyword matches as
shown in Yu et al. (2010). Generally speaking, for each input keyword k of query Q,
a list of attributes whose values match k will be created. By enumerating all combi-
nations of attributes of all input keywords, multiple SQL queries will be generated.
Using our work in Section 3.3, we generate Target-Aware Candidate Networks. For
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Figure 4.1: Keyword Search on Schema Graph using MapReduce
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Figure 4.2: Join Graph of Query Q1
example, for Q1 and the schema graph shown in Figure 1.5, we would generate three
SQL queries in Figure 1.9 to Figure 1.11.
4.2 Processing SQL Queries using MapReduce
Preliminary
In this section, we rst present the problem denition. Then we describe the
MapReduce framework and the typical implementation of join algorithms. Finally,
we discuss the cost model used in this paper for performing a join on MapReduce.
Each SQL query can be represented by a join graph. Each vertex stands for a
table and each edge stands for a join between two tables of the query. The join
graph of Q1 is shown in Figure 4.2. Our optimization goal is to nd the optimal
way to break the join graph into a set of sub-graphs and assign each sub-graph to
an MRJ such that all edges of the join graph are executed with minimal time. We
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name a sequence of MRJs as an MRJ assignment (MRJA). Furthermore, we use
Cost(MRJ) to indicate the cost of an MRJ and Cost(MRJA) for an MRJA. Then,
formally we have the problem statement and optimization goal of query processing
using MapReduce shown below:
Denition 4.2.1:[Problem Statement]
Given a SQL query Q, nd an MRJA such that each of its MRJs executes a sub-
query of Q and combined return the results of Q s.t. Cost(MRJA) is minimized.
For example, Figure 1.14 and Figure 1.15 show four possible MRJAs to run Q1.
Our optimization goal is to nd the optimal one among all possible MRJAs of Q1.
To dene the cost model, we rst discuss the join algorithms used.
Join Algorithms on MapReduce Let us start with reviewing the processing frame-
work. MapReduce provides a simple parallel programming model for data-intensive
applications in a shared-nothing environment. Generally, a master node invokes map
tasks (mapper) on computing nodes that possess the input data. Mappers process
the input data as (key,value), whose output (key, value) pairs are then partitioned
by a hashing algorithm and sent to dierent reduce tasks (reducer) based on their
keys. Once the reducers receive (key,value) pairs grouped by keys, they perform the
user specied computation on all the values of each key, and write results back to the
storage.
There are four types of join algorithms used in MapReduce framework: repartition
join, directed join, broadcast join and semi-join. Among these four join algorithms,
repartition join is the most widely used Blanas et al. (2010); Afrati and Ullman
(2011).
Afrati and Ullman (2011) proposes replicate join that extends repartition join to
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support multi-way join and improve the eciency of query processing. We adopt this
join algorithm of a single MRJ in this paper. For a multi-way join operation, replicate
join rst extracts all unique join keys of all input tables. Then all mappers read input
tables and distribute their tuples to reducers according to the hash value combination
of their join keys. All tuples with the same join keys will be sent to the same reducer,
grouped together and sorted based on their table tag. Finally, for each combination
of join keys, a reducer will read all corresponding tuples and join them in turn. For
the simplicity of the presentation, we consider each join key has the same number of
distinct values p, and thus p hash value buckets. Suppose there are m join keys in
total among all input tables, we assume that there are r reducers, such that pm = r.
That is, each reducer stands for a unique hash value combination of join keys. If a
tuple only has t unique join keys, then it will be replicated and sent to pm t reducers.
The assumption is for presentation only, we do not use the assumption in system
implementation. When the numbers of distinct values of join keys are dierent, we
use multiplication instead of power computation. Studies on more advanced hash
value bucket assignment can also be applied Zhang et al. (2012); Afrati and Ullman
(2011). As shown in Chandar (2010), to join n tables T1; T2; :::Tn, each replicate join
could be represented in simple relational algebra as T1 on T2 on :::Tn, which is a chain
join. A chain join means input tables are joined one after another in sequential order.
For example, considerMRJ1 in Figure 1.14(b). The process of using replicate join
to execute MRJ1 is shown in Figure 4.3 with sample table D, C and B. There are
one tuple in D (i.e. d1), one tuple in B (i.e. b1), and three tuples in C (i.e. c1-c3).
We use tu to indicate a tuple. Let the join key between C and D denoted as JK3
and the one between E and B, JK2, where E is the table obtained by joining C and
D. Tuples in table D do not have attribute JK2, the ones in table B do not have
attribute JK3, which are marked as *.
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Figure 4.3: Replication Join of MRJ1
First, all mappers read tuples and calculate their hash value combination of join
keys. Here we have two unique join keys, JK2 and JK3, each with two dierent
values, thus 4 distinct join key values. Since the tuples in D does not have join key
JK2, each tuple is replicated twice by mappers with two distinct values of JK2 lled
out for * values. Similar, each tuple in B is replicated twice as since there are two
distinct value of JK3. Suppose there are 4 reducers in total. Suppose we use module
function as the hash algorithm, denoted as h(JK). Each reducer fetches and groups
output tuples of mappers based on their hash value combination. In this example,
tuples with h(JK2) = 0 and h(JK3) = 1 all go to R1. Tuples from the same table are
adjacent to each other on reducers, such as c1 and c2. All tuples are stored on disks
of reducers. At computation stage, reducers will read tuples from disk to memory
and join them in sequential order. As a result, the computation is represented as
D on C on B in relational algebra or a DLT as shown in MRJ1 of Figure 1.14(b).
Cost Model We dene the cost of an MRJA as the summation of the cost of
its MRJs. Formally, for an MRJA with a sequence of q MRJs s.t. MRJA =
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(MRJ1;MRJ2; :::;MRJq), we have Cost(MRJA) =
P
iCost(MRJi). .
There is much research dening the cost model of replicate join using an MRJ
Zhang et al. (2012); Afrati and Ullman (2011); Wu et al. (2011); Okcan and Riedewald
(2011). We take a simple cost model which considers I/O cost dominates MRJ run
time, as in Blanas et al. (2010). That is, the cost model of each MRJ is measured
as the sum of total mapper input size, denoted as MIS(MRJ), and shue data size,
denoted as SDS(MRJ). Assuming there are r reducers for each MRJ and m unique
join keys among all input tables, the cost model is formally shown in Equation 4.1.
Cost(MRJ) =MIS(MRJ) + SDS(MRJ)
MIS(MRJ) =
X
ta2finput tablesg
jtaj
SDS(MRJ) =
X
tu2finput tablesg
c(tu);
(4.1)
where c(tu) = r
(m t)
m stands for # replicates of tuple tu and t is the number of
join keys tu has.
Continuing our example, let us discuss how to compute Cost(MRJ1) with 4 re-
ducers. We have MIS(MRJ1) = jDj + jCj + jBj = 120. Each tuple in table D and
table B are replicated twice, that is, c(tu) = 2. For each tuple tu 2 C; c(tu) = 1
as m = 2; t = 2; and r = 4, and there is no replication. So SDS(MRJ1) =
2  jDj + jCj + 2  jBj = 200. So we have Cost(MRJ1) = 120 + 200 = 320.
Similarly, for MRJ2 in Figure 1.14(b), we have Cost(MRJ2) = 680. As a result,
for the corresponding MRJA, we have Cost(MRJA) = 1000.
Our SQL query processing system, SOSQL, consists of three major components as
shown in Figure 4.4. First, the query plan optimizer generates the optimal query plan
for a SQL query. Then, the execution plan optimizer takes the optimal query plan
together with MapReduce framework settings as input and generates the optimized
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Figure 4.4: Framework of SOSQL
execution plan and its corresponding MRJA. Finally, we run MRJs of the MRJA
using an MapReduce query engine.
Query Plan Optimizer
As proposed in Ganguly et al. (1992), an optimal query plan stands for the con-
ceptually optimal join sequence in a tree structure.
Considering the summation of input table sizes as cost model, we dene an optimal
query plan in Denition 4.2.2.
Denition 4.2.2: [Optimal Query Plan] Given a query Q, an optimal query plan
QP is an annotated join tree which minimizes the following function
Cost(QP ) =
P
ta2QP jtaj,
where ta indicates a table in QP .
We leverage techniques proposed for parallel query optimization, such as Lu
(1994), to reduce the query graph to join trees. We generate a tree-structured query
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plan in the form of DLT or BT, A BT query plan corresponds to a general join
sequence where join operations may not be dependent on each other, such as the one
shown in Figure 4.7(b). On the other hand, DLT query plan corresponds to a sequen-
tial join sequence where any two join operations have strict dependent relationship,
such as the one shown in Figure 4.7(a).
Given all table sizes, we refer to Ganguly et al. (1992) which proposed polynomial
algorithms with time complexity O(n2) to nd the optimal DLT and BT structured
query plans.
While the size of an input table is given, we need to estimate the size of interme-
diated tables generated during the query execution. To estimate a table size, we rst
need to estimate the selectivity of each join operation. We used a classical random
sampling based approach to estimate the size of tables. First, we randomly sample
each input table using a pre-dened sampling ratio . Then, we execute the join
operation using sampled tables and use the observed selectivity as an estimation of
the selectivity of the corresponding join operation.  is selected such that it not only
induces a relatively accurate estimation of the join selectivity but also is small enough
to ensure that the cost of joining sample tables is negligible compared to the cost of
joining original tables. Empirically,  is around 0.01. Existing work dedicated to join
selectivity estimation Haas et al. (1993, 1994) can be plugged in here.
For example, Figure 1.13 shows two dierent query plans of Q1 in Figure 1.12.
For Q1, query plan QP1 in Figure 1.13 is a DLT query plan, while QP2 is a BT query
plan. In QP2, join operation G is dependent on E and F , however E and F are
independent on each other. In QP1, join operation G is dependent on F which is
dependent on E. For QP1, it can be represented as D on C on B on A in relational
algebra, which is a chain join. For QP2, it can be represented as (A on B) on (C on D),
which is not a chain join. With the estimated size of intermediate tables annotated
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on the graph, we have Cost(QP1) = jDj+ jCj+ jBj+ jAj+ jEj+ jF j+ jGj = 1; 510
and Cost(QP2) = 1; 270.
Query Execution Plan Optimizer
With an optimized query plan generated, in this section we discuss how to optimize
the execution plan and the corresponding MRJA. First we will formally dene optimal
query execution plan based on optimal query plan. Then, for both DLT and BT
structured query plans, we devise algorithms to optimize the query execution plan
respectively.
DLT Query Plan As introduced in Section 4.2, replicate join is a chain join in
relational algebra. Also, we see from the above example that a DLT query plan can
be represented as a chain join in relational algebra as well. We argue that each DLT
query plan can be implemented as an replicate join, which a property that we use to
guide the generation of query execution plan.
Theorem 4.2.1: Each replicate join has a one-to-one mapping of a DLT query plan.
Proof. First, based on discussion in Section 4.2 we know that to join n tables T1; T2; :::Tn,
a replicate join can be represented as T1 on T2 on :::Tn in relational algebra. Also,
given T1 on T2 on :::Tn, we can create a corresponding replicate join by enforcing the
table join order in computation stage as in Figure 4.3. For example, for D on C on B,
Figure 4.3 shows the corresponding replicate join. As a result, we know that there
is one and only one way to map a replicate join of n tables to T1 on T2 on :::Tn in
relational algebra.
Second, we know from Section 4.2 that a DLT query plan can be represented as
a chain join in relational algebra. Next we use mathematical induction to prove that
given a chain join, T1 on T2 on :::Tn, there is a corresponding DLT query plan.
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Basis For T1 on T2, it corresponds to a DLT query plan with T1 and T2 as the left
and right input tables.
Induction Suppose T1 on T2 on :::Tn 1 = T
0
is represented as a DLT. For T1 on T2 on
:::Tn, it can be represented as T
0 on Tn, which is a DLT as shown in Basis. Since any
sub-tree of a DLT is also a DLT, we know that T1 on T2 on :::Tn can be represented as
a DLT too. As a result, we know that there is one and only one way to map a chain
join to T1 on T2 on :::Tn in relational algebra.
In summary, there is a one-to-one mapping between replicate join and DLT query
plan. Proved.
Formally, we prove that a replicate join is equivalent to a DLT query plan.
Theorem 4.2.1 shows that each MRJ of a replicate join must execute a DLT query
plan, such as Figure 1.14 and Figure 1.15. In next section, we leverage this theorem
to devise ecient query execution plan generation optimizer.
Properties of Query Execution Plan According to Denition 4.2.1, an intuitive
denition of the optimal query execution plan based on the optimal query plan should
be an MRJA and each MRJ of the MRJA executes a sub-plan of the optimal query
plan generated as above such that Cost(MRJA) is minimized. However, such an
intuitive denition may generate invalid query execution plans.
For example, one query execution plan for query plan QP2 in Figure 4.7(b) would
be using a single MRJ to execute it. However, as shown in Theorem 4.2.1, each MRJ
must execute a DLT query plan. Because QP2 is not a DLT query plan, it is infeasible
to use one MRJ to execute QP2. On the other hand, theMRJA = (MRJ1;MRJ2) in
Figure 1.15(b) is a valid execution plan because both MRJs execute a DLT sub-plan
of Q1.
From the above discussion we know that given a query plan QP , a query execution
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plan is an MRJA with a sequence of q MRJs such that eachMRJi is a DLT structured
sub-tree of QP . AlsoMRJi must observe no dependency when being executed. Then
the optimal query execution plan is the query execution plan with the minimum cost.
Formally, we have
Denition 4.2.3: [Optimal Query Execution Plan]
Given a query plan QP , the optimal query execution plan is an MRJA with a
sequence of q MRJs, (MRJ1;MRJ2; :::MRJq), with minimum cost, Cost(MRJA),
such that the following conditions are satised. Suppose we use V (:) and E(:) to
indicate the vertex and edge set of a graph.
 Each MRJi executes a DLT structured sub-plan of QP , represented as Ti.
 8i; j; and i 6= j, E(Ti) \ E(Tj) = ; and
P
i V (Ti) = V (QP ).
 If the root of Ti is a leaf node of Tj, then i < j.
For DLT structured query plan QP1 in Figure 4.7(a), two query execution plans
EP11 and EP12 are presented in Figure 1.14(a) and Figure 1.14(b). Figure 1.15(a) and
Figure 1.15(b) show two query execution plans for the BT structured query plan QP2
in Figure 4.7(b). Next we will discuss how to generate the optimal query execution
plan for input query plans.
Exhaustive Search for Optimal Execution Plan In this section, we will propose
algorithms to nd the optimal execution plan. Since a DLT query plan could be
considered as a special case of BT, the algorithms proposed for BT query plan can
be directly used for DLT query plan. In the following we focus the discussion for BT
query plan only.
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Figure 4.5: DLT rooted at G of QP2
First, as an intuitive solution, we use exhaustive search to nd the optimal execu-
tion plan and its corresponding MRJA by enumerating all possible query execution
plans. To facilitate algorithm discussion, let us rst introduce some terminology.
Denition 4.2.4: [Join Sequence] Given a DLT structured tree T , its join sequence
JS(T ) is a sequence of its internal vertices in descending order of depth.
For example, for the DLT structured tree QP1 in Figure 4.7(a), its join sequence
JS(QP1) = (E;F;G).
Furthermore, given a BT query plan QP with root node vr and height h, we use
DLT (QP ) to indicate the DLT sub-plans of QP rooted at vr whose join sequence is
JS = (v1; v2; :::; vh). For example, for query plan QP2, DLT (QP2) correspond to
the two DLT subplans, shown in Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(b). Note that the tree
Figure 4.5(b) is a DRT (Deep Right Tree), to be accurate. However, DRT can be
translated to a DLT using a mirror reection. They are equipment.
The exhaustive search algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. There are three
functions in Algorithm 3. Function OptEP takes a BT query plan QP and an internal
node of QP , vr, as input and returns the optimal execution plan to execute the sub-
query of QP rooted at vr. As shown in Theorem 4.2.1, each replicate join has a one-to-
one mapping to DLT query plan. So OptEP will explore all possible ways to break QP
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Algorithm 3 OpEPBT (Naive)
OptEP: Find Optimal Query Execution Plan
Input: vr, QP
Output: MRJA
1: Cost = 0
2: T = DLT (QP )
3: for Each each leaf vertex v
0
r of T do
4: if v
0
r is an internal vertex of QP then
5: Cost+ = Cost(OptEP (v
0
r; QP ))
6: Append OptEPDLT (T ) to MRJA
7: Return MRJA
OptEPDLT: Find Optimal Query Execution Plan of a DLT Query Plan
Input: QP
Output: MRJA
1: MRJA =MRJATemp = ;
2: Extract join sequence JS = (v1; v2; :::vh) from QP
3: FeaEPDLT (1; JS;MRJA;MRJATemp)
4: Return MRJA
into multiple DLT sub-plans and the nd the one with minimum cost. First, function
OptEPDLT extracts the DLT sub-plan rooted at vr of QP and evaluate its cost (line
2). For a leaf node of DLT (QP ), if it is an internal node of QP , we need to nd the
optimal execution plan to execute it (line 4 - 5). Finally, OptEP calls OptEPDLT
to nd the optimal execution plan to evaluate the cost of the DLT (QP ) (line 6).
Function OptEPDLT calls FeaEPDLT and returns the optimal query execution plan
of the DLT structured sub-plan back to OptEP. Function FeaEPDLT explores all
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FeaEPDLT: Search Feasible Query Execution Plan of a DLT Query Plan
Input: j, JS, MRJA, MRJATemp
Output: ;
1: if j > h then
2: c = Cost(MRJATemp)
3: if MRJA = ; or c < Cost(MRJA) then
4: MRJA =MJRATemp
5: return
6: for i = j to h do
7: Create a new MRJ to execute (vj; vj+1; :::vi) of JS
8: Append MRJ to MRJATemp
9: FeaEPDLT (i+ 1; JS;MRJA;MRJATemp)
10: Remove MRJ from MRJATemp
feasible query execution plans of the DLT structured sub-plan and updates its optimal
query execution plan. OptEP returns the optimal query execution plan of executing
the query plan of QP rooted at vr back to users (line 14 - 16).
ForQP2, its DLT sub-planDLT (QP2) is extracted rst, as shown in Figure 1.15(b).
For DLT (QP2), its leaf node F is an internal node of QP2. Therefore, OptEP will
rst recursively evaluate the sub-tree of QP2 rooted at F by calling itself. As shown in
Section 4.2, the cost of F is 160. After F is evaluated, OptEP calls OptEPDLT to ex-
plore all possible ways to break DLT (QP2) into smaller DLT sub-plans. OptEPDLT
rst extracts its join sequence JS = (E;G). Then, FeaEPDLT will create a new MRJ
to eect a prex of JS, such as (E), and (E;G), and reduce JS to a sub-join-sequence
(line 6 - 8). By recursively calling itself, FeaEPDLT enumerates all possible MRJA to
execute JS and returns the one with the minimum cost. For example, according to
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Algorithm 4 OpEPBT (Dynamic Programming)
OptQEP: Find Optimal Query Execution Plan
Input: QP
Output: MRJA
1: MRJA = ;
2: 8v 2 QP; dpQP [v] =1
3: 8v 2 QPand v is an input table ; dpQP [v] = 0
4: vr = root of QP
5: OptQEPSub(vr; QP; dpQP [])
6: ConEP (vr; QP; dpQP [];MRJA)
7: return MRJA
OptQEPSub: Find Optimal Query Execution Sub-Plan
Input: v, QP , dpQP []
Output: dpQP [v]
1: if dp[v] <1 then
2: return dpQP [v]
3: h = height of QP
4: for l = 1 to h do
5: EPCost = Cost(MRJ(DLTl(v;QP )))
6: for v
0 2 DLTl(v;QP ) do
7: EPCost+ = OptQEPSub(v
0
; QP )
8: if EPCost < dpQP [v] then
9: dpQP [v] = EPCost
10: return dpQP [v]
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ConEP: Construct Optimal Query Execution plan
Input: v, QP , dpQP [], MRJA
Output: ;
1: if dp[v] = 0 then
2: return
3: h = height of QP
4: for l = 1 to h do
5: EPCost = Cost(MRJ(DLTl(v;QP )))
6: for v
0 2 DLTl(v;QP ) do
7: EPCost+ = OptQEPSub(v
0
; QP )
8: if EPCost = dpQP [v] then
9: Append DLTl(v;QP ) to MRJA
10: for v
0 2 DLTl(v;QP ) do
11: ConEP (v
0
; QP; dpQP [];MRJA)
12: return
Section 4.2, using one MRJ to execute (E;G) has the cost of 350 which corresponds
to the smallest cost. Combining the cost of executing F with executing DLT (QP2)
together, the overall cost of the execution plan in Figure 1.15(b) is 510 which is the
smallest possible.
Next we analyze the time complexity. Since there are O(2n) dierent MRJAs to
execute an query plan, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(2n) where n is the
number of tables in QP .
Although Algorithm 3 is intuitive, using exhaustive search to nd the optimal
query execution plan for BT query plan result in exponential time complexity. To
boost performance, we further analyze two observations from the behavior of Algo-
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rithm 3. Then we proposed a dynamic programming algorithm with polynomial time
complexity.
Dynamic Programming Search for Optimal Execution Plan First, based on
Theorem 4.2.1, we know that the root of a query plan is executed in a DLT sub-plan
by an MRJ. For example, Figure 4.5 shows three DLT sub-plans of QP2 that its root
G can be executed in. Note that, Figure 4.5(b) is also a DLT by simply doing a mirror
reection. In the three DLT sub-plans, we notice that its leaf node is either an input
table of QP2 or the root of a sub-plan of QP2. For example, F in Figure 4.5(a) and
Figure 4.5(c), and E in Figure 4.5(b) and Figure 4.5(c) are the roots of sub-plans of
QP2, while other nodes are input tables.
Second, if we remove all edges and input tables of the DLT sub-plan in which the
root of a query plan is executed, the original query plan will become a forest of BT
sub-plans. For example, if we remove Figure 4.5(a) or Figure 4.5(c), QP2 becomes
one BT sub-plan rooted at F or E. If we remove Figure 4.5(c), then QP2 becomes two
BT sub-plans rooted at F and E.
Based on the above two observations, we can see a clear optimal structure. By
enumerating the DLT sub-plan in which the root of a query plan is executed, we
can break down the original BT query plan into a set of smaller BT sub-plans. Fur-
thermore, to optimize the original BT query plan, we must optimize each generated
BT sub-plan. Based on such an optimal structure, we devise dynamic programming
to solve this problem. To facilitate algorithm discussion, next we introduce some
terminology.
Given a BT query plan QP , we use DLTl(v;QP ) to indicate the DLT subtree
of QP rooted at node v with height l. For example, DLT2(G;QP2) indicates both
Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(b). On the other hand, DLT1(G;QP2) indicates Fig-
ure 4.5(c).
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Furthermore, we use dpQP [v] to indicate the cost of the optimal execution plan of
the sub-plan rooted at v of QP . We use LN(:) the indicate the leaf node set of a tree.
For example, dpQP2 [G] indicates the cost of the optimal execution plan of QP2. Then
for a query plan QP with height h, we have the optimal function in Equation 4.2.
dpQP [v] =Min1  l  h(Cost(MRJ(DLTl(v;QP )))
+
X
v
02LN(DLTl(v;QP )
dp[v
0
])); (4.2)
where MRJ(DLTk(v;QP )) is an MRJ executing DLTl(v;QP ). v
0
dp[v
0
] = 0 if v
0
is an input table because it does not need to be executed.
Formally, we have the dynamic programming algorithm based on the optimal
function shown in Algorithm 4.
In Algorithm 4, there are three functions with dpQP [v] as global variable. Function
OptQEP is the main entrance which takes QP as input and returns theMRJA of its
optimal execution plan. OptQEP rst initializes the cost of the optimal execution plan
of all sub-plans ofQP to unknown as1, and input tables to 0 (line 1 - 3). Then it calls
function OptQEPSub to nd the cost of the optimal execution plan of QP line (4 - 5).
Finally, function ConEP is called to construct the MRJA of QP 's optimal execution
plan (line 6 - 7). As a sequential program, its time complexity is O(1). Function
OptQEPSub takes a query plan QP and its node v as input, then outputs the cost of
the optimal execution plan to execute the sub-plan of QP rooted at v. First, based
on Equation 4.2, it enumerates all DLT sub-plans of QP in which v is executed and
checks the cost of using one MRJ to execute it, Cost(MRJ(DLTl(v;QP ))) (line 3 -
5). Then for each such DLT sub-plan, it enumerates all leaf nodes and check their
costs by recursively calling itself (6 - 7). This corresponds to
P
v
02DLTl(v;QP ) dp[v
0
] in
Equation 4.2. Finally, it adds the two costs together and updates the optimal cost
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(line 8 - 10). Function ConEP takes input as QP and its node v, and returns the
MRJA of the optimal execution plan of sub-plan of QP rooted at v. The program
structure of ConEP is very similar to function OptQEPSub. The only dierence
is that, instead of updating the cost, ConEP will assign an MRJ to execute the
enumerated DLT sub-plan and add it to MRJA, as soon as it nds that this DLT will
lead to the optimal cost stored in dpQP [v] (line 8 - 9).
For example, for QP2 with root G, function OptQEP will return the MRJA with
the minimum cost. To achieve that, Function OptQEPSub needs to enumerate all
DLT sub-plans, as shown in Figure 4.5, in which G is executed in and identify the
one with the minimum cost. For instance, to calculate the cost of the DLT sub-plan
in Figure 4.5(a), we rst need to calculate the cost of executing F. This is because
F is an input to Figure 4.5(a), but not an input table of QP2, so must be executed
beforehand. The cost of executing F is the cost of executing the DLT sub-plan in
MRJ1 of Figure 1.15(b). As a binary join, the cost of F is 160 as shown in Section 4.2.
Finally, the cost of Figure 4.5(a) of is the sum of the cost of executing F and executing
the DLT in Figure 4.5(a) which is 510. Similarly, we can get the cost of using the
other two DLT sub-plans in Figure 4.5, which are 540 and 540. Then OptQEPSub
chooses the DLT sub-plan associated with the minimum cost to execute G. In this
example, Figure 4.5(a) has the lowest cost. Finally, function ConEP will construct
the MRJA associated with the optimal execution plan based on the calculated cost.
To construct the MRJA, ConEP works in the same way as OptEPSub. The only
dierence is that as soon as ConEP nds the DLT corresponding to the minimum
cost, it will construct an MRJ for it.
Now we analyze the time complexity. As a sequential program, Function OptQEP
has time complexity O(1). In function OptQEPSub, for each input pair of QP and
v, it will only run once (line 1 - 2). As a result, the number of times for which
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Figure 4.6: Query Q2
OptEPSub is called is the size of QP , which is no more than the number of input
tables, n. Furthermore, the loop on line 4 will reiterate for at most n times, because
the height of a QP is at most the number of input tables. Combined, the time
complexity of OptQEPSub is O(n2). With a similar program structure, function
ConEP has a time complexity of O(n2) as well. Combined, the time complexity of
Algorithm 4 is O(n2).
Query Execution Engine Given a MRJA = (MRJ1;MRJ2; :::;MRJq), the query
execution engine will execute each MRJi in order with i from 1 to q. Each MRJi is
implemented as a replicate join as described in Section 4.2. Since a replicate join is
represented as a chain join in relational algebra, input tables of eachMRJi are joined
in order as dened by the optimal query execution plan. For instance, for execution
plan EP22 in Figure 1.15(b), we have MRJA = (MRJ1;MRJ2). As a result, MRJ1
will be executed before MRJ2. For MRJ1, table B and D will be joined in any
order since it is symmetric. For MRJ2, the join order will be either A on C on F or
C on A on F to be consistent with the execution plan.
4.3 Processing Ranked SQL Queries using MapReduce
As discussed in Section 1, SQL queries generated from a keyword query are usually
ranked queries. For ranked SQL query processing using MapReduce, we rely on the
same framework of Section 4.2. However, we need to improve the query plan optimizer
by leveraging the ranking function of a ranked query, otherwise the generated query
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(d) QP4
Figure 4.7: Four query plans of query Q2
plan will not be optimal anymore.
Example 4.3.1: Suppose we want to nd the optimal query plan QP of query Q2
in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows four candidate query plans. Assume we use the cost
function shown in Section 4.2 and annotate the size of all tables of all query plans in
Figure 4.7. Using existing work, for the two DLT structured query plans we have QP1
better than QP2 with cost 1740 versus 1840. For the two BT structured query plans
we have QP3 better than QP4 with cost 1390 versus 1410. As shown in Figure 4.6,
the score of a result tuple is the sum of score attribute s of all four tables. Also, we
can easily get an upper bound (UB) of a tuple of any table in Figure 1.13 by assuming
the maximum value for unseen score attributes. For example, for a tuple tu in table
F of QP1, D:s is unknown. So UB(tu) = tu(A:s) + tu(B:s) + tu(C:s) +Max(D:s).
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Suppose we know that the 100th largest score of all result tuples is 1.5. With the
minimum UB (UBMin) of the score of tuples in tables annotated for each query plan
in Figure 1.13, we nd that UB of the score of some tuples in table F in QP2 and
table E, F in QP4 is below 1.5 in [1.2, 1.5). This indicates that these tuples will never
make it to the top 100 list and should be pruned. Suppose after pruning, there are
only 300 tuples left in table F and 1000 tuples left in table G of query plan QP2 and
40 tuples left in table E, F and 1000 tuples left in table G of QP4. Then QP2 replaces
query plan QP1 as the optimal DLT structured query plan with cost 1390, while QP4
replaces QP3 as the optimal BT structured query plan with cost 1120.
From Example 4.3.1, we can see that if we know the k-th largest score of all query
results, we can use it to prune tables and nd the real optimal query plan instead
of the non-optimal one found by existing work. RanKloud Candan et al. (2011) is a
MapReduce-based system which can return the k-th largest score of a top-k ranked
query with certain condence. Instead of assuming a constant join selectivity as
existing work did, by leveraging RanKloud we generate the optimal query plan of
a ranked query by segmenting and sampling tables to provide more accurate cost
estimation.
Given a ranked query Q, RanKloud Candan et al. (2011) provides a threshold
of the kth largest score of result tuples, k, with certain condence. RanKloud rst
partitions each input table into multiple segments based on the partial score of its
tuples. Then it samples each segment randomly to construct sample segments. Finally
sample segments will be used to derive k. Since tuples with higher partial score are
more important to generating the top-k results, RanKloud assigns more segments and
samples to tuples with higher partial score. Suppose the partial score of all tables is
normalized to [0; 1], for any table T , the segment boundaries is 0 = b0 < b1 < ::: <
bn 1 < bn = 1. Also suppose we use si to indicate the sample budget for the segment
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[bi 1; bi] and s for the sample budget of all segments, then Equation 4.3 shows their
relationships.
 bi = bi 1
si = 
2  si 1
s:t:
X
1in
n ibn = 1 and
X
1in
si = s
where bi = bi   bi 1; and ;  > 1
(4.3)
As shown in Equation 4.3, tuples with higher partial scores are more nely seg-
mented. Also, segments towards the higher end of score get more sample budgets.
Consequently, we rst apply the table segmentation mentioned above to all input
tables then recursively join them to estimate the size of all joined tables from bottom
up. Formally, suppose we want to estimate the size of a joined table ta = R on T ,
and we use bR;i and bT;j to indicate segment boundaries of R and T , while BR;i and
BT;j to indicate segment [bR;i 1; bR;i] and [bT;i 1; bT;i]. Furthermore, we use sR;i and
sT;j to indicate sample budgets of segment i and j of R and T while SR;i and ST;j for
the sample segments of BR;i and BT;j. Then Equation 4.4 shows how to derive the
table size of W .
jtaj =
X
i;j
jBR;i BT;jj  Ci;j(k)
sR;i  sT;j
where Ci;j(k) = jftujtu 2 SR;i  ST;j; UB(tu)  kgj
(4.4)
As shown in Equation 4.4, the number of sample segments in joined table W is
equal to the production of that of R and T . Sample segments of input tables will be
propagated bottom up to the root of a query plan.
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4.4 Evaluation
Experiment Setup
Setting Our experiments run on a 32-node Hadoop 1.2.1 cluster deployed on Google
Cloud Platform (GCP) 1 where one node serves as the master while the other 31
nodes serve as workers. Each node has 2 cores and 7.5GB memory, running 3.16.7
Debian SMP. We use Google Cloud Storage as the Hadoop File System for the Hadoop
cluster according to GCP's recommendation. All machines in the Hadoop cluster and
the corresponding Google Cloud Storage are in us-central-a region. In summary, the
Hadoop cluster has 64 cores, 240GB memory and unlimited storage with default
conguration. Also, 64 reducers are created for each MRJ. We generate optimized
query plan and execution plan on a single machine with 3.1GHz Intel Core i5-2400
and 16GB memory running Windows 7. Table size estimation is carried out on SQL
Server 2014 running on that single machine. Sampling ratio  discussed is set to 0.01.
Data We performed experiments on the standard TPC-H dataset 2 . To test the
scalability, we use DBGEN from TPC to generate TPC-H dataset with size 100GB,
200GB, 300GB and 400GB, then run experiments for it.
QueryWe did experiments using all 21 TPC-H queries. We present the performance
analysis of processing Q3, Q21, Q2, Q5 and Q8. These queries represent queries with
varying sizes, with the number of tables in a query to be 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8, respectively.
The number of input tables in TP-C queries vary from 3 to 8. To get more accurate
experiment results, we run each query three times and record the mean value as
processing time.
Comparison SystemWe compare SOSQL with three approaches. AQUA Wu et al.
1https://cloud.google.com/
2http://www.tpc.org/tpch/
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(2011) represents existing work for processing SQL queries in MapReduce that uses
exponential algorithms for execution plan optimization. HIVE 1.1.0 3 represents
common industry solutions, where one MRJ is used for each binary join at a time,
which is also the strategy used in existing work in parallel query processing. Fur-
thermore, we compare our system with a baseline system which randomly chooses
an MRJA to execute a SQL query, named RAND. For the proposed SOSQL system,
since we generate query execution plans based on both DLT and BT query plans, we
test both approaches, denoted as SOSQLDLT and SOSQLBT , respectively.
In following, we rst analyze the overall query processing time consisting of both
query optimization time as well as query execution time. Second, we break down
the query processing time to query optimization time and query execution time, and
analyze each. Finally, we analyze the quality of the deployed cost model discussed
in Section 4.2. We analyze experiment results in three dimensions: system, data size
and query. At each time, we x two dimensions and analyze experiment results in
the other dimension to analyze its impact.
Evaluation of Overall Query Processing Time
In this section, we compare the overall query processing time of SOSQL with all
the other three systems on TPC-H dataset of size 100GB, as shown in Figure 4.8.
Query processing time includes both query optimization time and query execution
time.
With the same data size and query, dierent systems have dierent query pro-
cessing times. As shown in Figure 4.8, SOSQL always achieves the best performance
with over 130% improvement over other systems. Also, we notice that SOSQLBT
performs slightly better than SOSQLDLT , which is consistent with the observation
made in the existing work Wu et al. (2011). Next, we present the break down of
3http://hive.apache.org/
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query processing time, and analyze the performance of all systems.
Evaluation on Query Optimization Time
In this section, we compare the time used by SOSQL and by AQUA for query
optimization, which consists of query plan and execution plan optimization time.
Recall that the strategies for query optimization used in HIVE and RAND are very
simple. HIVE uses one MRJ for each binary join, and RAND randomly makes MRJ
assignment. The time for generating query execution plan for HIVE and RAND are
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Figure 4.10: Query Execution Time
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negligible and we do not further discuss it here.
The speedup of SOSQL over AQUA for query optimization time for dierent
queries are shown in Figure 4.9. SOSQLDLT and SOSQLBT denote query plans in
DLT, and BT structure, respectively. As we can see, for the sample queries, as the
query size (the number of tables joined) increases, the speedups of both SOSQLDLT
and SOSQLBT over AQUA increase exponentially. As discussed in Section 1, AQUA
uses a query optimization algorithm that has exponential time complexity to the
query size. As the number of tables increases in a query, the time consumed by
query optimizer goes up exponentially. SOSQL has a query plan optimizer and a
query execution plan optimizer. The overall time complexity of our query optimizer
is O(n2). We also observe that the speedups of our query optimizer for both DLT
and BT are similar to each other.
The actual query optimization time also shown in Figure 4.11(b) and Figure 4.11(e),
which will analyzed in Section 4.4.
Evaluation on Execution Time We evaluate the execution time used by SOSQL,
AQUA, HIVE and RAND, which reects the quality of the execution plan generated
by each system since other conguration of all the systems, including the join imple-
mentation, are the same. The execution times are shown in Figure 4.10. As we can
see, SOSQL always achieves the best performance.
Like SOSQL, AQUA also generates a query plan rst. To generate the query
plan, at each time AQUA merges two connected tables in a join graph based on cost
savings. The cost saving is calculated as the cost dierence between a multi-way join
and a sequence of binary joins. For example, consider the join graph in Figure 4.2.
One option isD on C and then having the result to be joined with B by two MRJs, and
the second option is to have F = D on C on B as one MRJ. If the merge (the second
option) has smaller cost, then AQUA merges them. When no more cost savings can
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be obtained through merging, the resulting join graph becomes a BT query plan.
Note that, each node in the generated BT query plan is a multi-way join. Then,
AQUA breaks the BT query plan into multiple binary joins to execute. With
the optimized execution plan, the execution time of AQUA is better than HIVE
and RAND. However, it takes longer execution time compared to SOSQL for two
reasons. First, during query plan generation, cost saving by AQUA does not consider
the size of the joined table, which can have large impact on the eciency of query
processing. On the other hand, SOSQL uses Denition 4.2.2 to generate query
plan which considers the summation of all table sizes. Second, AQUA always break
a query plan into binary joins, which may not be the best strategy.
HIVE executes a SQL query by transforming it to a DLT query plan based on
the input order of tables. Then it breaks the query plan into binary joins that are
fullled by MRJs, one at a time. For example, consider Q1 in our running example.
If the user inputs tables in the order of D;C;B;A, then HIVE will create a DLT
tree as shown in QP1 and generate execution plan EP11. However, such a strategy
cannot guarantee the optimal execution plan as the generated DLP plan depends on
the query input form not a cost model. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, it is not
optimal to always break a query plan into binary joins in MapReduce framework.
Because RAND pick a random MRJ assignment from the query graph, its perfor-
mance on dierent queries have big variance.
Scalability Test
In this section, we study how all compared systems perform with increasing data
sizes in terms of overall query processing time, query optimization time and query
plan execution plan. For all gures, the average result among all data sizes of each
system is marked in the legend.
From Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.11(d), we notice that the query processing time
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(f) Query Plan Execution Time of Q8
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increases proportionally as the data size increases except for RAND. This is because
all systems other than RAND uses the same execution plan to execute each query and
have the cost increment of data movement and computation proportional to the data
size. On the other hand, the randomly chosen MRJA makes big variance on query
processing performance in RAND. The overall query processing time of Q3 on 200GB
dataset is actually smaller than that on 100GB dataset using RAND. This illustrates
the importance of query optimization based on cost model. Similar situations are
observed in query plan execution time, as shown in Figure 4.11(c) and Figure 4.11(f)
From Figure 4.11(b) and Figure 4.11(e), we observe that the query optimization
time for SOSQLDLT and SOSQLBT increases slowly with the input data sizes. The
query optimization time for AQUA increases with input data size as well.
For AQUA, query optimization time is a signicant portion of the overall query
processing time. When processing Q8 on data of 100GB, AQUA has a smaller execu-
tion time than HIVE, but due to the large query optimization time, the overall query
processing of AQUA is worse than HIVE. Since the increase of query optimization
is not exponential to the data size (but exponential to the query size), for the same
query, the overall query processing time for AQUA is better than that of HIVE for
data larger than 200GB. This shows the importance of query optimization, especially
for large datasets.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Keyword search provides a simple and user-friendly mechanism for information
search, and has become increasingly popular for accessing structured or semi-structured
data. In this work, we focus on two important problems of keyword search on
semi/structured data: 1) How to deliver high quality results from semantic perspec-
tives 2) How to eciently process keyword queries on large-scale structured data.
Regarding 1) we proposed the concept of target-aware query results driven by
inferred user search intention. A user query has a search target, which can be an
entity or relationships. We develop techniques to infer search targets by analyzing
return nodes, the relatedness relationships and information gain between keyword
matches and entity data vertices in the data graph. Then we propose that an ideal
result should be atomic, containing exactly one instance of search target, so that
result ranking is aligned with search target instance ranking. An ideal result should
also be intact, containing all query-related evidences of the search target in the result,
thus the downstream ranking function have comprehensive signals for fair ranking.
Then we develop techniques to eciently generate target-aware results for both data
graph as well as relational database. Experimental evaluation shows the eectiveness
and eciency of our approach.
Regarding 2) we proposed SOSQL which is a scalable SQL query optimizer using
MapReduce. Based on our extensive evaluation of SOSQL using standard TPC-H
dataset and Google Cloud Platform, we conclude that SOSQL improves the eciency
of SQL query processing in terms of both query optimization and query execution.
To fully utilize the techniques developed in this work, as a future work we aim at
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developing an unied system which is able to process keyword queries on large-scale
semi/structured data. To achieve that, we rst need to combine the techinques of
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to infer search targets for large-scale dataset. Second, we
will leverage existing work in graph search on big data graph and our own techniques
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to search for query results on large scale semi/structured
data.
Also, for a single keyword query, there will be thousands of Target-Aware SQL
queries generated. Sequentially executing them is infeasible for OLAP. We aim at
processing multiple target-aware queries in parallel with minimal repeated computa-
tion.
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